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Abstract

The productive mining claims of.the Mammoth camp. were 
located by Frank Schultz between 1879 and 1882. Production 
began In 1886; and up to the-end of 1936 metals valued at 
$5,204,000 were recovered, most of which was gold. Most of 
the molybdenum produced in the United States in 1916 and 
1917 came from the Mammoth mines.

• The oldest rock in the Mammoth area is the Oracle gran
ite, a coarse-grained, porphyritic rock which locally has the 
composition of quartz monzonite. The granite is intruded by 
dikes and irregular bodies of aplite and andesite porphyry.
It is probably the same granite that is overlain by the-pre- 
Cambrian Apache group about 10 miles to the north.

The northern part of the area is covered by a series of 
lava flows consisting chiefly of basalt flow-breccias with 
some latlte and tuff. The lava flows are tilted 45°-65° NE. 
The granite and lava flows are Intruded by dikes and sills 
of rhyolite and a breccia composed of fragmental material 
derived from all the earlier rocks.The matrix is rhyolitic. 
The largest Intrusive body is a sill composed of rhyolite 
and breccia intruded between the granite and the overlying 
lava flows in the southern part of the area. The Mohawk- 
New Year mine is entirely within this sill. G-ila conglomerate 
and alluvium cover much of the mapped area. The conglomerate
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is older than the last period of deformation affecting the 
area. - : ; ' - -

Most of the fractures are pre-mineral; but excepting 
the mineralised faults, displacement along them was slight. 
The most important post-mineral faults are the Turtle and 
Mammoth faults. The Turtle fault strikes N. 70° E. and forms 
the boundary between the granite and the lava flows to the 
north which have been depressed relative to the granite. The 
Mammoth fault strikes N. 22° W. and depressed the eastern 
part of the area. It is later than the Gila conglomerate.

The veins occupy fault fissures along which movement 
continued at intervals until after the supergene alteration 
of the ores. The mineralization is divisible into 5 stages. 
The first three stages consist of quartz, specularite, 
chlorite, pyrite, sphalerite, galena, fluorite, gold, and 
chalcopyrite. The fourth stage began with leaching of the 
earlier ore minerals along certain channels, followed by 
deposition of wulfenite and vanadium minerals. The fifth 
stage minerals include carbonates, silicates, and sulphides 
of lead, zinc, and copper. These minerals are of the usual 
supergene type resulting from the oxidation of minerals of 
the first three stages; and they are all later than the 
molybdenum and vanadium minerals.

The probable source and origin of the molybdenum and 
vanadium minerals is discussed. The most logical explanation
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for the mineral relationships in the later stages is that 
the molybdenum and vanadium minerals are of hypogene origin 
but were deposited by different type solutions from those 
that deposited the earlier hypogene minerals. The mineral 
relationships are Indicative of high temperature deposition 
at shallow depth. Supergene oxidation extends below the 
lowest levels except in the Collins mine, but there has 
probably been little or no supergene enrichment.
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? . : ' o: Introduction ^

Field work and acknowledgments

This report Is the result of four months of field work 
from February to May of 1937. Laboratory Investigations and 
compiling the report required most of the year following 
the field work. -

A large scale topographic map was available for the 
most important part of the area" which includes the mine work 
ings and camp buildings. This map was extended : westward'to 
Tucson Wash, eastward to the overlap of the alluvium, and 
southward Just far enough to entirely include the mineral
ized area. The base map was - prepared- bri a scale of 3 00 
feet to the inch with a contour interval of 25 feet; The 
Mammoth-St. Anthony coordinate system, with its- origin co
inciding approximately with the position of the U. S. Geol
ogical Survey bench mark at elevation 3171, was adopted as 
a base for the entire camp.

This report is concerned primarily with the mineral
ization and ore deposits of the Mammoth mining camp; but 
since practically nothing has been published concerning
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this interesting area, the writer has attempted to describe, 
if only briefly, each phase of the geologic history that 
would aid in:providing a proper setting for the more detail
ed discussions of the structural and mineralogleal relations 
of :the ore deposits.,The:time was not available for a study 
of the broader features of the regional geology and their 
relations to the local structures, nor for a proper correla
tion of the volcanic flows north;and west of the:area. _

- The writer wishes;to .express his appreciation- to Dr.
B. S. Butler and Dr. M. N. Short for their critical reading 
of this manuscript and - for their many helpful suggestions- 
and criticisms during its preparation. He is also Indebted 
to Mr. Foster S. Naething, manager of Mammoth-St. : . 
Anthony, Ltd., who made this work possible, by granting.the 
writer complete freedom in the camp and access to the map#
and records of his company ; and to Mr. Carl Q-eib, mine

.-.a V. v , v.cr'in. 1 . V-.. r,superintendent for Molybdenum Gold;Mining Company, for ■much
.- : ’■ " o "helpful information especially concerning parts of the 

Mohawk and New Year mines that are now inaccessible; and
V. fr: ■-;,' L';C L-'O. ; V v i V  i V : '  ■, ' - - ,'.■to Mr. Sam-Field and other members of the operating organi

zations, who gave their assistance and cooperation wherever
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Geography

Location and routes of approach

The Mammoth mining camp in Pinal County, Arizona is 3 
miles southwest of Mammoth,'a small village on the San Pedro 
River 21 miles south of Winkelman. In the early days the 
camp was known as Schultz or the Schultz area. It is a part 
of the Old Hat mining district of Arizona.

A good highway gives access to. the camp from Tucson, 
about 48 miles to the southwest, and from Wlnkelman, the^ ; , 
nearest railroad station, which is.the terminus of a branch 
line of the Southern Pacific Railroad. The highway is oiled 
for the first 25 miles out of Tucson, which is over U. S. 
Highway 80; the remaining distance through Oracle to the 
camp as well as the 25 miles from the camp to Wlnkelman is 
a graded dirt road, narrow and winding in places but open
the year around. . i ' : y

r
The mapped area is almost entirely Included in the 

Yf.i- sec. 26 and in the E. & sec. 27, T;8 8., R.16 E. It 
lies on the east flank of a low range-of hills which are 
a northern extension of the Santa Catalina Mountains and 
are known locally as the Black Hills. The productive area 
is confined to the SW.^ sec.26.
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Drainage and relief

. r:. :The region surrounding Mammoth la drained toy the San
Pedro River, which flows northwestward in a remarkably di
rect course: and empties into the Gila River at Wink el man.
The most important tributary in the vicinity of the mines is 
Tucson Wash, which forms the north and west boundaries of the 
mapped area and.providescthe drainage of the camp toy way of 
a smaller wash that forms the east boundary of the area.- 
Tuesoh Washhas its beginning near Oracle. It drains a large 
territory, tout like most of the .watercourses.in this region, 
it is dry except after heavy rains; Its dry toed provides an 
excellent natural road which is the principal means of ac
cess to much of the adjacent country . '  ̂ ;

Elevations in̂  the maoped area range from 2800 to 3500 
feet above sea level, giving a maximum% relief of 700 feet• 
Abrupt changes in;elevation are common in parts of the area
as on the east side of > Tucson;Wash where the re is a vertical

a
difference of 600 feet tn/horlzontal distance,of 1000 feet. 
The collars of the Mohawk and Mammoth.shafts are at eleva
tions 3107 and 3225-feet respectively. ; v !

r-"'i
o Topography

The land forms of the area are strongly influenced toy 
the character of the outcrops. The granite, where not rein
forced toy rhyolite intrusions, weathers to low rounded hills
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separated by relatively wide and shallow valleys; whereas 
areas of lava have greater relief with steep, rugged hills 
and ridges. The water courses cutting the lavas are narrow 
and bordered by steep walls. This difference is well illus
trated along the course of Tucson Wash. South of the area 
its bed is a wide, flat wash between low banks of granite 
and alluvium; but where it crosses the lavas just northwest 
of the csunp it is a harrow box canyon , in - places only' 30 -
feet wide, with nearly vertical and even overhanging walls.

Rhyolite Intrusions have an important effect on the 
topography. In the mineralized area the position of hills 
and ridges is governed largely by dikes and Irregular bodies 
of rhyolite, which have a far greater resistance to weather
ing than any of the associated bodies of rock. So-called 
"blowouts" of rhyolite breccia stand out -as knobs- or high, 
sharp ridges flanked by talus of broken rock. •

In the lava-covered area w6st of Tucson Wash the • 
topography and drainage pattern were greatly influenced by 
faulting. The angular course of Cloudburst Canyon is largely 
the result of faulting. Nearly vertical dliffs that are the 
scarps of recent faults are common in the rugged’hills ori 
both sides of the canyon. -  r.

' - East of'the camp the tilted Gila conglomerate is deeply
dissected by recent water courses, which trend north and 
northeastward. -The west banks; slope .. gently, whereas - the east 
banks are generally steep cliffs. - ■ ::
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The regional topography is Illustrated on the Winkelman 
Quadrangle published by the U. S. Geological Survey in 1913.

Climate and vegetation

A Weather Bureau station was maintained at Dudleyvllle 
near the junction of the Gila and San Pedro rivers about 20 
miles north of the camp. The temperature range and rainfall 
for the period 1889 to 1925 is shown in the accompanying 
table compiled from the records of/the united States Weather 
Bureau^. A station is also maintained-at Oracle, 11 miles

^Climatic Summary of the United States, section 26, South
ern Arizona: U.S. Dept, of Agriculture, Weather Bureau,1930.

south of the camp. Oracle, however, is 1,350 feet higher and 
consequently has greater rainfall and lowerjtemperatures.
The climatic data for Dudleyvllle are probably more nearly 
representative of the Mammoth area. ; ,

The temperature at the camp ordinarily ranges from 
20° p. up to somewhat over 100° F. December and January are 
the two coldest months, and June and July are usually the 
hottest months. The weather is pleasant during a greater 
part of the year; and even in midsummer days are rarely 
oppressively hot.

The annual rainfall is probably from 10 to 13 Inches 
and occurs mainly in two periods, one in July and August



Temperature range and rainfall at Dudleyville 
Elevation 2204 feet

Ext.max. Ext.min. Ave.max. Ave.min. Mean Rainfall
Jan. 80 9 63.6 32.5 48.0 1.48
Feb. 91 18 67.3 35.7 51.5 1.37
Mar. 95 21 72.5 40.1 56.2 .98
Apr, 98 27 79.9 44.5 62.2 .62
May 106 30 87.5 51c 2 69.4 .36
June 114 41 97.0 60.3 78.5 .27
July 110 52 96.1 69.6 83.0 2.35
Aug. 110 51 93.6 68.6 81.3 2.62
Sept. 109 38 90.5 61.6 76.1 1.20
Oct. 100 26 82.2 48.4 65.5 8

Nov. 90 21 71.9 37.9 55.3 .99
Dec. 80 13 63.3 32.0 47.4 1.54

Total rainfall 14.60

Record covers period from 1889 to 1925.
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and the other during the winter months. The annual snow
fall is usually less than one "foot, and in some years there 
is very little snow. : :

The vegetation is typical of the semi-arid portions 
of southeastern Arizona. Oh the rocky outcrops the giant 
sahuara cactus and oeatillo are the moat conspicuous plants, 
hut even more abundant are-the palo verde, prickly pear,.and 
cholla which grows in dense thickets that are almost impene
trable. Other common plants Include the creosote bush: 
canutllla, catclaw, and barrel cactus. The mesquite is rare 
and probably indicates underlying fault zones. The,creosote 
bush grows luxuriantly on the alluvium, accompanied usually 
by cholla and prickly pear. ,

-.-./-ai
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: L L  ‘ .2, I c  -  \ -. r": V. 7 l ' - :  / :  <' ■Geology

.... , . .... . ■ - Rocks of the area . . .

" "' Oracle blotite granite'

The Oracle granite is the oldest rock exposed and is 
the basement on which the later formations rest. It outcrops 
in the southwest quarter of the.mapped.area, south of the 
Turtle fault and west of the Mammoth fault, extending south- 
ward into the Oracle region. It is exposed about 3 miles 
west of the mines and again north of the lavas without-in
terruption for about 10 miles to where it is overlapped by 
alluvium and by the Apache series in the. vicinity of Camp 
Grant Wash. . ..... .

In the Mammoth and Collins mines granite is the most 
important host-rock for the ore. In the Mohawk-New Year mine 
the granite arkose forms the footwalL of the Dream vein, but 
granite proper is almost entirely lacking in the formations 
cut by the main veins. ■ r

Surfaee exposures are usually light buff with coarsely 
granular texture, but where deeply.weathered the granite 
assumes a distinctly, reddish coloration, which becomes more 
noticeable when viewed from a distance.

It weathers to low, rounded hills whose slopes, covered 
by coarse granite sand, present a marked contrast to the 
rugged topography of the lava-covered areas. At higher
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elevations where precipitation is greater, as around Oracle, 
tops of the granite hills are covered by large rounded bould 
era; the valleys are filled with a thick mantle of granitic 
gravel; and the intermittent water courses show deposits of 
magnetite sands derived from the granite.

The granite is coarse-grained, porphyritic rock with 
large pink or. salmon-colored feldspars 3. or 4 centimeters 
across, giving it a pink and gray mottled appearance on 
fresh surfaces. The groundmass consists of uniform grains of 
clear whit6 feldspar and glassy quartz, averaging about 0.5 
centimeters in diameter, with greenish-black masses of 
biotlte and magnetite.

This texture prevails in the mineralized area and is 
probably characteristic of this rock throughout most of its 
vlsable extent; however, local variations can be observed 
in which the maximum grain-size does not exceed 0.5 centi
meter; other phases occur with slightly coarser groundmass 
and aggregates of salmon-colored feldspar a foot or more

aoroa8\ ... ' -

In the vicinity of Oracle dark basic segregations are
common in the exposed boulders. This feature of the granitey -- ■ ..r.: y ." v-; c :• . . ..
was not observed at Mammoth, either because of its absence 
or because the outcrops are not of a nature to give them 

prominence.
In thin section the pink feldspar phenocrysts are seen 

to consist of mlcroperthlte with a little microcline;
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together they make up about 37 percent of the section. The 
groundmass consists of ollgoclase-andesIne, Ab7nAn,rtt in 
well formed crystals, constituting about 28 percent of the 
total area, quartz about equal amount, green biotite about 
5 percent, and titaniferous magnetite and apatite the re
maining 2 percent.

The sanples-studied were obtained from the 700.and 
500-foot levels of the Mammoth mine arid'"appeared unaltered 
in the hand specimens. Under the microscope, however, the 
plagioclase is seen to be largely altered to sericite show
ing only rarely unaltered borders.

The mlcroperthite is only slightly altered, the attack 
being confined almost entirely to the alblte intergrowths.

Biotite is dark olive-green and strongly pleochrolc:
X ■ greenish-yellow, Z - dark olive-green. It occurs in 
groups of plates surrounding masses of purplish magnetite. 
The biotite is partly altered to leucoxene, which replaces 
the plates along cleavages and appears as narrow, discon
tinuous, parallel blades, snowy white by reflected light. 
All the biotite shows more or less change to chlorite.

Nearly all the magnetite grains are altered to leucox
ene around their borders and along cracks. Apatite is 
poikilitic in magnetite grains or is closely associated 
with aggregates of biotite and magnetite. A few scattered 
crystals are also present in the quartz.

The composition given above suggests that this rock,

\
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at leastlin the Mammoth area, should be classed ae quartz 
monzonite rather than granite. Plagloclase amounts to 43 
percent of the total feldspar which Is - well above the 
33-1/3 percent limit set for-granite2. Also the plagloclase

2Grout, F.' F., Petrography and petrology, p. 47, 1932.

is more basic than Is characteristic for granite.

Aplite *• ; ? - i -

- . The Oracle granite is intruded by numerous-dikes and 
small, irregular bodies of aplite. The dikes vary from a 
few .inches to 10 feet in width (plate 14,A). There is appar 
ently no uniformity in the strike of the dikes, which may 
vary considerably for a.single dike.■The dips are generally 
steep, and most of the dikes appear to be nearly vertical.
A few masses-of aplite have a roughly circular outline 
usually less than 100 feet in diameter. The aplite bodies 
occur only in the granit e and * do not invade•the-later - ' 
formations.

The aplite is uniform throughout the Mammoth ’area. ' :
It is finely granular with a sugary texture; pinkish-gray 
to light- salmon with grains of pink orthoclase, white -1 
plagloclase; quartz, and brownish specks of mica:that can 
be recognized with the aid of a hand lens. 1: 1 ‘-

- by -The thin section shows a typical xenomorphic texture
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of interlocking grains of quartz and feldspar. The grains 
are nearly equldlmensional; feldspars average 0.8 mllli- 
meters in diameter, and quartz 0.4 millimeters. The compo
sition of the section is approximately 60 percent feldspar, 
36 percent quartz, 2 percent muscovite, 1 percent blotlte, 
and 1 percent magnetite vrith a little apatite. The feldspar
is about half microcline, partly perthitlc, and half qligo- 
clase of the composition AbgyAn^^. The plagioclase grains 
are in general a little larger than the microcline grains.
. The muscovite occurs as aggregates of small irregular 

shreds intergrown with either quartz or feldspar. As a rule 
all of the shreds of a given aggregate extinguish as a unit 
giving the appearance of muscovite plates partly replaced 
by quartz or feldspar.

The blotlte is in plates up to 1.5 millimeters long.
It is almost completely altered to limonlte, leucoxene,
and chlorite, and generally shows rims of chlorite. The. t . .. . .. ' - ■ - - ■ ■ l; r' - : ■ : c - 1 : ..
plates are practically opaque, but where unaltered remnants
can be found they are green similar to the blotlte of the
Oracle granite.

The magnetite is also partly altered to limonlte and 
leucoxene. The alteration of the feldspar is similar to 
that of the granite. The plagioclase grains are serleltized 
from their centers outward. The microcline is generally 
fresh, but the alblte Intergrowths may be slightly clouded 
by sericite.
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•■■-.Cr iUides it e porphyry ■ t , ' f '

Dikes ahd irregular intrusive bodies of andesite por
phyry are common in the Oracle granite of the Mammoth area. '
The dikes are wider, and the irregular bodies larger, but
otherwise similar to the aplite. Near "the* southern edge of 
the mapped area an aplite dike is sandwiched by a roughly 
elliptical body of andesite. The aplite is older than the 
andesite mass, which was intruded into the same fissure.

J-V

-. NThe rock is typically porphyritic showing laths of 
white feldspar up to 12 millimeters long, the commonest

nr u ■

dimension being 4 or 5 millimeters. Short, hexagonal prisms, 
up to 2 millimeters across, of greenish, chioritized biotlte

: _ V , ........... ........  . v , .

are plainly visible on freshly broken surfaces, and magne
tite grains can be seen with a hand lens'. The aphahitic 
groundmass constitutes about 60 percent' of the rock. It 
varies from light bluish-gray to grayish-maroon.

This rock is so thoroughly altered that its original
composition can only be Inferred. The feldspar phenocrysts 
are completely altered to serioite and epidote, but. some 
show ghosts of original alblte twinning. i- . - ,

Muscovite occurs in plates 3 to 4 millimeters long, 
at least half of which are replaced by fine-grained serioite. 
The biotlte can scarcely be recognized in thin sections. ... 
pseudomorphs of the original plates are composed entirely 
of chlorite and serioite. .
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: : The groirndmaas Is of typical basaltlcr.texture origi
nally composed of plagloclase laths, averaging about 0.1. 
by .0,03 millimeters,: with Interstitial augite_ or hornblende. 
The feldspar is largely altered to eerieite, and the mafic 
mineral is now replaced by 11monite and. chlorite. Irregular 
and subtle dr al grains of magnetite are scattered at random- 
through the groundmass. A few of the. grains show reddish 
borders but for the most part,are unaltered.: Small areas 
of secondary quartz and splashes of carbonate are also pres
ent in the groundmass. Apatite occurs both in the;groundmass 
and in the feldspar phenocrysts. • v -  ̂ ^

Although the groundmass has a! basaltic texture, the 
hand specimen shows white,„tabular phenocrysts 4 or 5 milli
meters long imbedded in bluish-gray to grayish-maroon aphan- 
itic groundmass typical of andesite porphyry.

Age of the Oracle.granite and associated rocks.

No sedimentary formations are exposed in the Mammoth 
area whereby the age of the granite can be determined; but 
about 10 miles to the north a similar granite is overlain 
by the pre-Cambrian- Apache group in what appears to be 
depositional contact.This.contact is exposed in Camp Grant 
Wash, 2i miles west of Arivaipa School and 11 miles south 
of Winkelman.; : i :

The lower members of the Apache group ae well as the
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contact with the granite strike about due north and dip:
,rO -V- .....45 E. The contact shows no evidence whatever of metamor
phism. Where cut by the wash the Scanlan conglomerate is 
from 6 to 10 inches thick and consists of subangular frag
ments of vein quartz in a matrix of coarse, arkose sand
stone. This matrix as well as the lower part of the Pioneer 
shale contains fragments of the underlying granite.

The granite in Camp Grant Wash is clearly older than 
the Apache group; but although this rock is similar to the 
Oracle granite, it remains to be proved that the two are 
part of the same intrusion. Comparison of the two rocks by 
means of thin sections under the microscope reveals no 
greater difference in composition and texture than is char
acteristic of the Oracle granite within a much smaller 
range of distance. ' : ' • : ' - ' - ' - '

Pending further study of this*problem, it appears 
safe to assume that the Oracle granite is older thain the 
Apache group.

Granite arkose

Before the extrusion of the lavas the granite land- 
surface in this area was one of low, rounded hills and . 
shallow valleysThe relief was probably little -if any 
more than is now seen in the granite area to the south. 
The decomposed granite of the hill tops was washed into
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the depressions where It accumulated as granitic sand.or 
gravel. The pressure of the lavas, which were later,poured 
over the surface, and the action of the rhyolitic intrusions 
consolidated these sands into an arkose that is nearly., as - 
hard as the granite itself and that may easily be mistaken 
for granite, especially in surface exposures. , . r . ■ -

The greatest thickness of the arkose is in the southern 
part of the area where it forms the foot wall of. the Dream 
vein. The two west crosscuts into the footwall.of the Dream 
vein on the 300-foot level of the Mohawk mine show a thick-, 
ness of about 130 feet of this arkose between the granite, 
and the rhyolite sill. Small boulders of granite and rounded, 
fragments of aplite and andesite ranging from, small pebbles 
to the size of cobble stones were found in the arkose next 
to the cotact with the granite. Farther to the north the 
arkose is thin or entirely lacking. Apparently the, southern 
part of the area was a valley in the old granitic land.sur
face with a hill or ridge directly to the north in the area 
occupied by the Mammoth and Collins workings. Wind and sur
face waters swept the decomposed granite from the hills and 
deposited it in the valley where it accumulated to a. thick
ness of 130 feet or more. . . , . , ,

The arkose is a dark, chocolate-colored rock studded 
with pink and white feldspar grains, quartz grains, and 
fragments of granite. On weathered surfaces the matrix has 
worn away faster than the included material so that the
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larger fragments protrude as much as half their diameter 
beyond the average surface of the rock giving It a knobby 
appearance; ■ vr > : : ■-

Thin sections show the arkose to be composed of angular 
fragments of granite, feldspar, and quartz, and rarely a 
fragment of andesite. Feldspar fragments from 3 to 5 milli
meters across make up 20 percent of the typical section.
These are composed of mlcrocline, mleroperthlte, and plagio- 
clase In about the same proportions In which they are found 
In the Oracle granite and In about the same state of alter
ation. The quartz fragments average a little smaller than 
the feldspar and account for about 22 percent of the section. 
Nearly 25 percent of the section Is granite showing all of 
the minerals of the original rock even to the biotlte. Nearly 
all the quartz and feldspar fragments are composed of a num- 
ber of grains and commonly several varieties of feldspar.
A few small fragments of andesite are also Included. The 
matrix amounts to about 45 percent of the total rock of 
which 40 to 50 percent Is small quartz and feldspar grains 
0.1 to 0.5 millimeters across. The remainder of the matrix 
Is nearly opaque and Is probably composed of limonite and 
chlorite. It Is reddish-brown by reflected light and shows 
numerous small grains of magnetite.

All the constituents of the arkose are derived either 
from the Oracle granite or the apllte and andesite assoc-
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iated with the granite. The angularity of the fragments 
suggest that the material was not transported more than . 
a few hundred yards from its source. .

Volcanic rocks

Volcanic rocks occupy the entire portion of the mapped 
area lying north of the Turtle fault and are exposed for 
abbut three miles west of Tucson Wash to a fault which brings 
them in lateral contact with the granite. North and east of 
the area they are covered by Gila conglomerate and alluvium. 
They consist of basalt lavas, flow breccias, and agglomerates 
interbedded with conglomerates, arkoses, and perhaps tuffs. 
All are tilted from 45° to 65° to the northeast and strike 
N. 30°-45o W., the older units outcropping at the west.
The total thickness has not been determined; but measured 
eastward from Tucson Wash on a line at right angles to the 
strike, a thickness of 3,600 feet is exposed to a point 
where the lavas are covered by alluvium and Gila conglomer
ate. They may extend eastward for some distance under this 
cover. West of Tucson Wash the structure is so complicated 
by late faulting that their extent westward cannot be de
termined without detailed study and mapping, for which the 
time was not available. It appears doubtful whether more 
than 500 feet would be added to the section in that direct
ion, since coarse, granite conglomerates and arkoses outcrop
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In Cloudburst Canyon a short distance west of where It 
empties into the main wash; and farther westward there are 
almost certainly repetitions of beds that occur higher in 
the section. It is probably safe to assume that the total 
thickness is well over 5,000 feet and perhaps much more.

The earliest basalt lavas were poured over the ir
regular, granitic land surface covered extensively by coarse, 
granite sands and conglomerates, much of which was picked up 
and incorporated into the early flows. At first the volume 
of material that reached this particular area was not great, 
nor was the flow of lava continuous. Intervals of erosion 
intervened, during which the lava surface was dissected; and 
deposits of erosional debris accumulated in favorable areas. 
Subsequent flows covered and Indurated this debris, or picked 
up fragments to form agglomerates. It Is doubtful whether 
some of the earlier flows covered the entire surface, but 
more probably appeared as rivers of lava following valleys 
with no great lateral extent. Such may have been the origin 
of the series of basalts outcropping at coordinate position 
1800 N. and 800 E. The lower, members cannot be correlated 
with any of the neighboring flows, and they are not intru
sions as is clear from their vesicular and oxidized tops 
and the presence of thin layers of sandy grit between them. 
They may possibly owe their position to faulting, the evi
dence of-which is hidden by the surrounding alluvium. The
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evidence against Intrusive origin Is- not so; clear for other 
small lenses occurring with the lower.members of the main 
series of flows. . . - ; r .- , ; .: -

The basal member of the volcanic series Is probably, 
represented south of the Turtle fault In the outcrop ,800 
feet east of the Mammoth shaft,. This outcrop Is also com- , 
pletely Isolated by alluvium, but sections plotted from data 
obtained underground In the Mammoth and Mohawk mines Indi- . 
cate rather conclusively that this formation forms the hang
ing wall of the rhyolite sill which was intruded; along-the 
contact between the granite and the overlying lavas (sec
tions, E-E* and F-F1 ). This member Is a basalt agglomerate 
composed chiefly of basalt.fragments of various colors and 
textures with a large amount of granitic material ranging 
from pieces of granite the size of cobble stones to grains 
of pink feldspar and quartz such as make up typical granitic 
arkose. The outcrop appears nearly black and is distinctly 
bedded. The beds strike N. 45° W. and dip about 65° north- 
east (plate 14,B). The abnormally steep dip Is probably due 
to tilting caused by the intrusion of the rhyolite sill.
This mpmber dips under the alluvium, hence the sequence 
directly following and the relation to the flows north of 
the Turtle fault cannot be determined. - 1

The first member represented north of the Turtle fault 
and Just east of Tucson Wash Is a dark gray basalt or ande
site flow breccia composed of angular fragments which in
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general differ only slightly from the matrix.
The microscope shows the original basaltic texture of 

the groundmass, which was built up of feldspar laths and 
mafic minerals largely olivine. Poorly preserved pseudo- 
morphs of olivine phenocrysts are composed of brown and 
black Iron oxides and serpentine. The groundmass Is thoro
ughly altered, the feldspars to serlclte, the other consti
tuents to serpentine, Iron oxides, epIdote and some chlorite. 
Magnetite that was probably primary and smaller grains formed 
by alteration together with a large amount of fine-grained '- 
hematite make, up 15 percent of the total rock. Long needles 
of apatite with dimensions such as 0.005 by 0.3 millimeters 
lie at random over the section. Veinlets and Irregular areas 
of carbonate are common. - ; : -

Next follows a series about 600 feet thick consisting 
of basalt flows alternating with clastic rocks composed of 
material derived partly from the basalt and partly from 
granite. The clastic layers are from 60 to 150,feet thick, 
the basalt is generally a little thicker.The basalt is 
dark gray and fine-grained, whereas the Intervening strata 
are dark brown with a sandy texture. The Mammoth fault is 
believed to form the east boundary of this series.

• I n  thin section the clastic rock looks like a fine
grained arkose composed of fragments of quartz and serlci- 
tlzed feldspar and grains of magnetite and hematite in a
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nearly opaque matrix of limonlte, epldote, and chlorite.
Areas of secondary quartz are common throughout the section.

The unit next above owes Its position at least partly 
to faulting, and Its actual relation to the rocks above and 
below It Is extremely vague. It Is made up of clastic mater
ial varying widely lii character but always containing a large 
proportion of fragments;of gray aphanltlc material character
ized by glassy feldspar"phenocrysts, and plates of dark blo- 
tlte. A thin section made from one of these fragments shows 
the groundmass to be too fine-grained and altered for Identi
fication of the minerals but confirms the presence of blotite 
In.thick, hexagonal plates. The feldspar phenocrysts appear 
as rectangular sections of mlcroperthlte and plagloelase 
crystals. No quartz Is present so these fragments are prob
ably latlte. ;

In places the rock of thisUnit looks like typical 
volcanic tuff composed of fragments of gray latlte, basalt, 
and decomposed granite of all sizes and shapes. Other phases 
are made up of latlte fragments less than an inch across 
with occasional fragments of basalt. By 'whatever means the 
fragments are bound together the resulting aggregate has the 
tenacity of a homogenous rock. It resembles in many ways the 
Intrusive breccias of the mineralized area but'lacks the 
characteristic hydrothermally altered matrix. -

Above the member just described the flows become more
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massive and homogenous. The deposition was apparently con
tinuous beginning with dark purplish basalt, grading upward 
into red vesicular basalt and then into fl#w breedlas con- -
taining abundant fragments of the gray latlte. The latite 
fragments here show bleached borders in contact with basalt. 
Overlying the latite-bearing breccias, is a thick series of 
basalt flow breccias consisting of a rubble of angular to 
subangular fragments of basalt up to two feet across, but
most commonly about two inches, with variations in color 
and texture from bright red scoriaceous material-through 
every conceivable intermediate grade to dense, bluish-black.

Under the microscope the character of the basalt in the 
various units differs mainly in grain size and the degree of 
alteration. The texture is typically basaltic; plagioclase 
laths make up about 40 percent of the rock with auglte(?) 
and olivine interstitial between the laths. Phenoorysts that 
were originally olivine are now composed of serpentine, cal- 
cite, and iron oxides, some specimens showing a little 
iddingsite.

The plagioclase is altered to serlcite and calcite. 
Magnetite and hematite are fairly abundant in large grains
and in very small ones scattered through the groundmass. 
Small areas of seroentine and calcite resulting from alter- 
at ion of olivine in the groundmass are common. Where amyg- 
dules are present in vesicular rocks they consist of 
serpentine, calcite, and chlorite.
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The foregoing is but a brief description of the volcanic 
series. The lithology and structure are complicated and con
stitute a problem in themselves which is beyond the scope of 
this report. ' o. --"'1

::■ . Rhyolite ... , ,■ - ■ • ; -

Rhyolite Intrusions are abundant throughout the mapped 
area and in the mile-wide strip extending westward for about 
two miles. Rhyolite occurs as dikes and irregular intrusive 
bodies in the granite and as Irregular dikes and sills in 
the lavas. Dikes vary from 10 to 100 feet thick and generally 
have steep dips. The sills and irregular bodies have much 
greater ranges in dimension. The sill-like body intruded 
between the granite and lavas in the central part of the 
area is from 300 to 500 feet thick with numerous apophyses 
and contiguous bodies. The extreme irregularity in the shape 
of the intrusions is due partly to faulting. The rhyolite 
is pink, light cream, or rarely light gray and has a fine
grained, almost glassy texture. It is usually porphyritic, 
but except in the larger bodies phenocryats are not conspic
uous. The size and number of the phenocryats decrease 
noticeably toward the margins of the bodies. Flow banding 
is common. In places the rock is speckled with small, dark 
red blebs formed by the oxidation of pyrite. Rectangular 
pits, formerly occupied by cubes of pyrite, form the center
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of many of the blebs.
Under the microscope a thin section typical of the 

pink, porphyritic rhyolite is seen to consistJof about 80 
percent groundmass with fine, xenomorphic texture composed 
of overlapping grains of quartz and feldspar, which, average 
0.03 millimeters in diameter. Forming a mat over the entire 
groundmass are prisms of a light green mineral too fine to 
identify but resembling epidote or zoisite. It is undoubt
edly not an original constituent of the rook but either was 
introduced or is an alteration product. With further alter
ation it is replaced by fine grains of hematite which are 
responsible for the pink color of the rock.

The phenocryets are euhedral laths of sanldine, aver
aging 0.8 millimeters long, and subhedral, corroded grains 
of quartz averaging 0.25 millimeters In diameter. The 
sanidlne and quartz phenocrysts constitute 12 to 8 percent 
respectively of the total section. The sanidlne is always 
fresh in the normal phase of the rhyolite. Some of the 
narrower dikes are of a dense, cream-colored, rhyolite that 
breaks with conchoidal fractures. The quartz and feldspar 
phenocrysts rarely have dimensions exceeding 0.5 millimeter 
and are commonly entirely lacking. The groundmass is largely 
s11id1fled, contains rosette-like masses of chlorite(?) and 
scattered cubes of pyrlte, most of which are oxidizedj and 
some are leached leaving only a red stain around the
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remaining'cavity . . - : . ; : ' :
Most of -the, larger intrusive bodies have either along 

their borders or less commonly in their interiors; irregular 
areas of breccia composed of angular rhyolite fragments in 
a matrix of banded rhyolite. These areas are outcrops of 
conduits through: which flow ;of extremely viscous material 
continued afterxthe reminder of the Intrusive mass had sol
idified;; The -included fragments are generally of the same 
texture as that of the normal phase of the intruded mass. 
There were doubtless periods when the propelling force in 
these conduits took the form of explosions caused by sudden 
release of gases originating in the parent magma. Evidence 
of hydrothermal action is clearly brought out in microscopic 
study of these breccias. The laths of feldspar forming pheno- 
orysts are habitually bent or crushed. The quartz phenocrysts 
are corroded to rounded or embayed grains and usually shat- 
tered. There has been addition of secondary quartz between 
the fragments of shattered minerals and in veinlets filling 
fractures in the rock. Some sanidine crystals are partly 
replaced by quartz which spreads through the interior of the 
crystal like a liquid spreading over slightly irregular sur
face. A few of the feldspar phenocrysts are of alblte of the 
composition Ab^yAn^Q. If these are the result of hydrother
mal action, the albitlzation occurred early, since much of 
it is crushed, and the fractures are filled with secondary 
quartz. A little epidote occurs in the feldspar grains.
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In places the breccia contains small fragments of 
basalt having indistinct borders that blend into the 
rhyolite matrix as .if they had been partly assimilated. ,, 
:In many, occurrences these fragments must have been trans
ported a considerable distance by ,the magma.. The breccia 
in, these pipes is similar in many respects to the typical 
intrusive, breccia, .which is believed to have originated 
in a like manner but on a much larger scale.

... Intrusive breccia .. , ,

The intruded breccia is closely associated with the 
thick, sill-like body of rhyolite, which was intruded 
between the granite and the lava flows in' the heart of the 
mineralized area. The largest outcrop is 900 feet north of 
the Mammoth shaft where it forms the northern extension of 
the ridge oh which the shaft buildings and camp of the 
Mammoth-St.Anthony are located. It outcrops intermittantly 
on top of the ridge northward from the Mammoth shaft and 
again on the hillside just east of the Collins glory holes. 
Numerous smaller bodies outcrop south and west of the 
Mammoth shaft. : ■ v:

The breccia occurs on the tunnel level of the Collins, 
on the 300-foot and higher levels of the Mammoth, and on 
all levels in the Mohawk-New Year mines. It is unknown:below 
the 300-foot level in the Mammoth mineexcept at one place
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The breccia varies considerably from place to place.

The fragments are not ordinarily over 3 centimeters across 
and grade downward to a fraction of a millimeter. In some 
exposures fragments of rhyolite, basalt, granite, quartz, 
and several varieties of feldspar can be seen'In an area 
of a few square Inches.In other places fragments are almost 
entirely of rhyolite, and In still others granitic material 
predominates'. The color of the matrix and hence the color 
of the rock also varies. In some exposures the matrix Is 
light tan or gray, and the rock has the appearance of typ
ical Portland cement aggregate, in others the matrix Is 
dark, greenish-gray, which gives sharp contrast to the light 
colored fragments; or the minerals of the matrix are oxidi
zed to red and brown. In the latter case oxidation usually 
penetrates Into the fragments so that the entire rock is 
colored a dark brown. The rock is usually porous; and quartz- 
filled vugs and veinlets of quartz are common. Small deposits 
of fluorite were seen In some of the underground exposures.

The weathering of breccia is similar to that of granite; 
and where the fragmental material Is largely granitic the 
surface debris Is so similar to that derived from granite 
that It Is often difficult to determine which of the two 
rocks It overlies. ,

The breccia commonly forms one wall of the veins In 
the Mohawk mine, but the mineralization Is always confined
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to the adjacent rhyolite and separated from the breccia by - 
a gouge seam. Where traversed by faults It forms a dark 
ehloritlc gouge unlike that produced by granite or rhyolite.

The true nature of the matrix can only be seen In thin 
sections of the light colored breccia. It has extremely 
fine xenomprphlc texture composed of quartz and feldspar 
grains 0.005 to 0.015 millimeters In diameter. The Index of 
refraction Is siIghtly higher than that of balsam sis 'is that 
of the sillclfied rhyolite. Flow banding is barely percept
ible curving around the included fragments. Shattered through 
the section, except in the larger quartz and feldspar frag
ments, is a pale green mineral which is abundant both in the 
matrix and in the basalt and rhyolite fragments and shows ; 
little regard for boundaries. It occurs as spherulitlc 
bodies averaging 0.015 millimeters in diameter, and as very 
fine prisms or shreds which c ommonly form fan-shaped aggre
gates. The mineral Is most abundant In basalt fragments, 
where It forms a solid green background for the feldspar 
laths. The green spherulites are sprinkled uniformly through 
rhyolite fragmentsv rarely: overlapping^or: even In contact.
In the. % matrix^ they iare: more abutidaht and commonly' overlap 
but do not conceal the underlying texture. This mineral Is 
too fine to determine but Is probably a pyroxene or --
amphlbole.;, :

Shreds of green biotlte with frayed ends, usually bent 
but otterwise unaltered, are conspicuous in the matrix; also
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sections of hematite 0.05 to 0.1 millimeters square, doubt
less formed from pyrite, and numerous smaller grains of 
hematite. The light colored breccia contains very little 
secondary quartz or adularia. ^

In the darker breccias the alteration is more conspicu
ous . Many rhyolite fragments show incipient alteration to 
quartz at many points throughout the fragments'. The replac
ing quartz forms in coarse grains completely destroying the 
original texture. Adularia appears as minute rhombic sections 
which apparently formed from the orthoclase in the rhyolite 
(plate 16, B). Some of the feldspar fragment s are partly re
placed by quartz in a similar manner. A little serlcite Is 
developed in plagioclase. The pale green mineral is largely 
destroyed at the onset of sllieificatlon. In the matrix and 
in basalt fragments the spherulitic bodies of green mineral 
appear to be coalescing Into irregular, branching areas of 
green serpentine. Quartz and feldspar fragments are usually 
shattered; and blotite plates are bent and frayed. Secondary 
quartz associated with more or less adularia occurs in num
erous veinlets and aggregates of coarse, anhedral grains.
The adularia usually projects into the quartz along the 
margins of veinlets (plate 16, A). The matrix at one time 
contained much pore-space which is now filled with quartz. 
Fine grains of hematite occur in swarms which probably mark 
the position of earlier serpentine.
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: .The next step in the alteration, represented by the 
dark brown breccias, may.be partly the result of supergene 
oxidation; however, no carbonate was recognized in any of 
the samples studied. The entire section except for the areas 
of secondary quartz shows reddish brown by reflected light. 
Swarms of fine, black hematite mark the position of former 
serpentine. The small amount of serpentine that remains 
assumes a brownish cast and is clouded by fine specks of 
hematite. Biotite, which remained stable up to this stage, 
now shows alteration to chlorite and iron oxides. In places 
the original fragments are only vaguely vlsable. The basalt 
fragments commonly appear as ragged areas of opaque grains 
but still show ghosts of plagiociase laths. This last stage 
of alteration is not common. It is found in a few places 
underground and in the breccia that forms the footwall of 
the Mammoth fault where it is exposed in the powder magazine 
tunnel. : ; : .

Small bodies of andesite breccia of undetermined extent 
and shape occur associated with the intruded breccia, usually 
near the granite contact. One of these bodies is cut in the 
southwest crosscut on the adit level of the Collins mine, 
another in the Smith mine; and some'of the rock can be seen 
on the dump of the Mohawk Extension shaft. The andesitic ' 
material is similar to that intruded into the granite^

These basic bodies may be either independent injections 
into the intruded breccia or a phase of the intruded breccia
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composed largely of fragmental material derived from the 
earlier andesite porphyry.

Basalt intrusions . :i .

Dikes and small intrusive bodies of basalt are common 
in the area lying east of the Mammoth fault. The basalt is 
Intruded along some of the later faults and along the borders 
of rhyolite intrusions. The rock varies little in color and 
texture; it is hard and dense, breaks with conchoidal frac
ture; most specimens are bluish-black, but in a few places 
they have a brown or reddish cast. One dike along the south 
wall of a small rhyolite intrusion at coordinate position 
2000 N. and 400 W. contain lenses of breccia consisting of 
rhyolite fragments in a matrix of basalt. The fragments are 
nearly the same color as the basalt but doubtless were de
rived fromvthe adjacent rhyolite, which is a light cream.

Thin sections of typical intruded basalts show that 
35 to 50 percent of the rock is feldspar in laths up to 
one millimeter long inthe coarsest grained specimens but 
in most specimens 0.1 to 0.2 millimeters long. The feldspar 
in most specimens is too altered for determination. The 
original mafic minerals are altered beyond recognition to 
iron oxides, carbonate, serpentine, a little sericite, and 
perhaps some chlorite. Olivine phenocrysts were not abund
ant; they appear as poorly preserved pseudomorphs consisting
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of serpentine and carbonate outlined by vague rime of iron 
oxides.

In one specimen the feldspar laths have indices lower 
than that of balsam, and some of them show faint albite 
twinning. Albitization of more calcic feldspars by some late 
hydrothermal process is characteristic of a class- of basalts 
known as spllltes^. This basalt, however, differs from a

3Marker, Alfred, Petrology for Students, 6th edition,
P. 197, 1923.

typical spllite in certain.other details of composition 
and texture, but no doubt the albite formed by a similar 
process of alteration which took place at a late stage in 
the consolidation.

O-ila conglomerate

The G-ila conglomerate, originally described by 
Gilbert\ is a thick deposit of fairly well consolidated

4Gilbert, G. K., U.S. Geog. and Geol. Surveys W. 100th 
Mer. Report, vol. 3, pp. 540-541, 1875.

alluvium material, accumulated under arid conditions in 
the valleys of southern Arizona. „ :

-Deposits which it is believed should be correlated • 
with this formation underlie a large part of the region
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around Mammoth. Bryan^ considers beds in the San Pedro

5Bryan, Kirk,.and Smith, G. E. P., Quoted by C. P. Ross, 
Geology and ore deposits of the Aravalpa and Stanley 
mining districts, Graham County, Arizona, from a paper in 
preparation.

Valley, in the Winkelman quadrangle, from which he and 
Gldley collected numerous fossils, as equivalent to the 
Gila conglomerate of the Ray and Christmas quadrangles; 
and Gldley0 determined fossils from two localities as of

6 -Gldley, J. W., Preliminary report on fossil vertebrates 
of the San Pedro Valley, Arizona: U. S. Geol. Survey 
Prof. Paper 31, pp. 120-121, 1922.

Pliocene age and probably a late state of the Pliocene.
In the vicinity of the mines the formation consists 

of semi-consolidated, roughly stratified conglomerate of 
varying coarseness, composed of poorly sorted, rounded to 
subangular pebbles. The pebbles consist of basalts, basic 
porphyries, and crystalline rocks, most of which are un
known in the vicinity, and were transported a considerable 
distance from their original source which probably lies 
southwest of the area.

The conglomerate is older than the last period of 
deformation. It is tilted and cut by numerous small normal 
faults. Displacement on the Mammoth fault depressed blocks 
of the conglomerate so that in places it forms the hanging
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wall aide of the fault In contact with granite, rhyolite, 
and intrusive breccias of the footwall. Other major faults 
involved the conglomerate and the lavas.

According to Bryan?:

Bryan, Kirk, San Pedro Valley, Arizona, and the 
geographic cycle (abstract): Geol. Soc. America, Bull; 
vol. 45, p. 166, 1926.

The mountains of the San Pedro Valley region of southern 
Arlzoria are the residual elevation resulting from an 
uplift that involved the Gila conglomerate. This well 
known formation, restricted according to Gilbert's origi
nal definition and the usage of Ransoms, is a valley fill 
now deformed and dissected, but accumulated under arid 
conditions in enclosed or partly enclosed valleys. :

Quaternary alluvium

All the unconsolidated or slightly consolidated 
alluvium material ..'in the area is termed Quaternary alluvium 
or simply alluvium. It consists of unsorted or slightly 
sorted, angular fragments of local rooks, mainly rhyolite, 
and rounded bebbles derived from the Gila conglomerate.
The admixture of the two formations in all surface exposures 
makes separation in areal mapping uncertain and often 
impossible. , • '. v-V ■  ̂ ,

I
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Structure 

General statement

The major structures of the region are characterized 
by a markedly uniform northwesterly trend, roughly parallel 
to the Santa Catalina and Galiuro Mountains. This trend is 
especially noticeable in the strike of the fault that forms 
the west contact of the lava flows with the granite, in the 
strike of the Mammoth fault and the Mammoth vein, as well as 
in the strike of the tilted lava flows. The bed of the San
Pedro River also has this general trend, but whether this

- ' v ' : :■ : ’ - — h . .. . . . .
fact has any important structural significance has not been 
determined. An easterly trend of secondary importance is 
shown by the Turtle fault and the Collins vein.

Structure of the lava flows

The lava flows, as they were poured out over the sur
face of the granite, were essentially horizontal. They were 
subsequently tilted into attitudes showing dips of from 45° 
to 65° NE. (plate 14, B-). The mechanics of this deformation 
is not clear, but two possible explanations will be offered.

The tilting may be due to folding in which compressive 
stresses in a southwest direction thrust the flat-lying 
lavas into a series of folds with axes striking northwest
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erly. The lava flows In the Mammoth area would. In this 
event, represent the east flank of an anticline. A parallel 
synclinal structure for the San Pedro Valley Is suggested 
by the abnormally steep dips of some of the older Tertiary 
sediments bn both sides of the valley. The eastward dip of 
the Paleozoic and older sediments forming the west flank 
of the Qaliuro Mountains may not support this view; but on 
the other hand, these sediments could have had a much 
steeper dip to the east before the folding took place.

This explanation of the structure would involve exten-
■ - - 'alve thrust faulting in the underlying granite, but no 

evidence of the existence of such faults has been found.
Minor thrust-faults can be seen in Tucson Wash just north/ - : *

.

of the mouth of Cloudburst Canyon; but they are confined 
to a small area, and their extension can not be traced. 
Hence to assume;that they are part of a thrust system of 
sufficient extent, to account for the folding of the lava 
is highly speculative.

The second hypothesis suggested is that the lavas 
constitute a faulted block or series of blocks tilted by 
rotational„movement on curved fault surfaces accompanied 
by some shearing along the bedding planes. In this case 
it is assumed that the lavas flowed out over the land 
surface and solidified with a moderate initial dip toward 
the east. Subsequent normal and reverse faulting increased 
this dip, bringing the flows into their present attitude.
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This type of faulting is suggested by Burbank®^to account

8Burbank, W. S. Geology and ore deposits of the Bonanza 
mining district, Colorado: U. S. Geol. Survey Prof. Paper 
169, pp. 51-54, 1932 : '

for the tilting of the lavas in the Bonanza district of 
Colorado. He shows how the tilting of the blocks could occur 
during faulting in the Illustration reproduced in figure 1.

Figure 1. It is assumed that the beds had a moderate 
initial tilt westward, which was afterward locally
accentuated by rotation of fault blocks during fault
ing. The mechanism of the rotation is suggested by i - 
curved fault surfaces and by later shearing of fault 
blocks, but the actual mechanism is not definitely 
known. (After Burbank)

The prevalence of high-angle, northwesterly striking 
faults in the Mammoth area is in keeping with this idea. 
The tilted blocks would thus constitute an area bounded
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on the east (depressed side) "by a nlajor fault, which coin
cides roughly with the bed of the San Pedro River, and on 
the west by a fault which forms the contact with the granite 
west of the district. The Turtle fault cut off the lavas on 
the south; but the tilted structure continues northward for 
at least 10 miles,

Two miles south of Feldman, Camp Grant Wash shows a 
section of the Apache group resting on the granite and 
covered by Devonian and Mlsslsslpplan limestone In which 
these sediments exhibit the same relative structural rela
tions as the lavas to the south;

Much of the area occupied by the lavas is covered by 
late Tertiary sediments and recent debris. In many places 
the nature of the flows themselves makes the determination 
of strikes and dips of the beds difficult. In many exposures 
the lavas are not banded, and contacts between units are 
partly or wholly concealed, but wherever reliable measure
ments can be made the general attitude ;of the flows Is 
remarkably consistent. The strike ranges from N. 30o-45°
W. and the dip from 45°-65° NE. The attitude of the lavas 
is also shown by the trand of rhyolite sills intruded into 
them,

Similar difficulties were experienced In mapping the 
faults in the lava-covered area; but the data obtained show 
the preponderance of strong, northwesterly striking faults.
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The Turtle fault, which forms the south boundary of 
the lavas, brings the tilted flows In contact:with the - 
granite In such a manner that the strike of the flows Is 
approximately at right angles to the strike of the fault.
If the tilting Is the result of block faulting It Is 
obvious that the amount of displacement on the Turtle fault 
necessary to bring about the existing relation between the 
flows and the granite would be less than if folding were - 
the agent. . . .

It is also possible that a combination of folding and 
faulting may have produced the structure.

, Intrusions v .

All the rhyolite and some basalt occur as Intrusions 
in older rock. The nature of the minor Intrusive bodies is 
described on pages 26 and 34 and Is Illustrated In plate 1.

The only intrusive body of Important structural sig
nificance Is a thick, slll-llke mass of rhyolite intruded 
between the granite and lava flows In the central part of 
the area. As has already been mentioned, the lavas accumu
lated on an irregular erosion surface of the granite; and 
before their extrusion the southern part of the area was 
an eastward trending valley with a parallel, low, rounded 
ridge to the north. Granitic sands and gravel accumulated 
In the valley to thicknesses of 150 feet or more so that
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the total relief was probably less than 100 feet. The 
central and thickest part of the sill coincides with this 
ancient valley; northward the sill swings to the east 
along the south flank of the ridge. In the southern part - 
of the area the footwali of the sill is marked-by the ': 
Dream vein, which dips 45°-65° HE. The strike of the 
Mammoth-Mohawk vein;is roughly parallel to the footwali;r .„ 
and in ,the southern properties the vein lies entirely within 
the sill but continues northwestward with the same general 
strike; hence it passes out of the;sill and into the foot- 
wall granite, in the. Mammoth ground. ; ' - ■

The invading magma made room for itself partly by 
picking up and carrying forward the buried valley-fill and 
partly by bowing up the. overlying formations as is illus- . 
trated.by the:abnormally steep dip of the lavas to the east. 
Intrusion.was close to the. surface where cooling and solidi
fication were rapid. The ingress of molten material occurred 
slowly so that only the active channels contained liquid 
material; and often the magma became extremely viscous 
before flow in a given channel ceased. Also the position of 
the feeding channels changed frequently, and the sill was 
built up of overlapping tongues. . . ;

; During the early stages of intrusion gases accompanied 
the molten rhyolite, which at intervals built up pressures 
that were relieved by explosions shattering both the wall 
rocks and the already solidified rhyolite. When fresh
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supplies of liquid material moved into the vent thus opened 
the shattered rock was picked up and carried forward. The 
result was a hetrogenous breccia containing as much as 60 
or 70 percent of clastic material, derived from widely sepa
rated sources. The breccia near the footwall of the sill 
is composed almost entirely of granite detritus such as 
makes up the arkose. In some places the fragments are large 
ly basalt, and in other places, rhyolite fragments predomi
nate. Little breccia is seen that.does.not contain at least 
a little of all three rocks, and all conceivable combina
tions and proportions occur. Noticeable changes in compos
ition commonly occur within a.range of ten feet.

All the breccia shows evidence of alteration caused 
by action of accompanying gases. The nature of this altera
tion is described on pages 32-34.

The violence of the explosions opened new fractures, 
that extended into the footwall granite and Into the over- 
lying lavas-far beyond the zones of shattering. These 
fractures were also invaded by breccia and rhyolite magma, 
thus complicating the structure with apophyses and satel
lite 1c bodies. Toward the end of the intrusive period the 
violence waned and injection of magma continued quietly. 
Points of weakness developed in the breccia and in the 
earlier rhyolite into which tongues of magma forced their 
way. Sheets of rhyolite are commonly interfingered with
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breccia. This structure is beautifully illustrated in the 
breccia and"rhyolite outcrops south and northeast of the 
Collins glory holes and" also along the top of the ridge for 
500 feet north of the Mammoth shaft. Large masses of breccia 
are suspended in rhyolite; the largest of these is a. wedge-" 
shaped mass between the Mohawk and Dream veins shown in 
section E - E'F-F*, G—G-*: (plate 3 ). Many smaller bodies are 
exposed by the mine workings, but little is known of their 
extent and shape'except that the outlines of some of them 
must be extremely Irregular. '

The structural relations of the rhyolite and breccia 
as well as the broader structural features of the'entire 
Intrusion were further complicated during the period of 
faulting that produced the vein fissures and to some extent 
by later faults.

This rhyolite sill is the host-rock of the ore In the 
Mohawk-New Year mines; and the included masses of breccia 
exerted an Important Influence on the localization of the 
ore shoots.

■ ’ ' ; Faulting

The mantle of debris, as well as the nature of the 
rocks themselves, tends to conceal the faults in many places 
The criteria most useful for their recognition.are: presence 
of calotte veins, brecelation, change of formation, and
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basic dikes'. , : . - :
The presence of "calc It e along fault planes Is ' probably 

the most useful criterion. Black caiclte occurs in veins
from 6 Inches to 2 feet wide -in faulted' or fractured zones 
which-are otherwise unmlnerallzed. Where the gouge and‘fault 
breedla of‘granite or lava are not distinguishable from the 
adjoining weathered’rock, the presence of caiclte filling 
presents sufficient contrast for the recognition of the break. 
Bits of caiclte float car in places be traced over a surface 
completely obscured by debris. Calcite-fllled faults crossing 
narrow ridges are marked by distinct notches. The black cal- 
cite filling is, in most cases, accompanied by colorless 
caiclte, which occurs as thin plates attached to fragments 
of the breccia. Slllclfication was observed along some faults, 
but It'‘Is not common. : ; - •

Brecciation is very useful in tracing faults through 
areas of rhyolite, but in other rocks the breccia can not 
always be distinguished from the weathered rock. Faults 
showing wide breccia zones in rhyolltd commonly contract to 
narrow gouge seams in granite or lava. Rhyolite breccia 
slightly recemented:by silica and caiclte is so resistant 
to weathering that in places it forms welts several feet 
high along the outcrop of a fault. The Turtle fault on the 
hillside east of Tucson Wash is such an outcrop.

Change of formation is most useful as a criterion of 
faulting where the late Tertlary sediment s are brought into
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contact with igneous rocks, a condition common in the case 
of certain late post-mineral faults. Changes from rhyolite 
to granite or lava rarely indicate the presence of faults 
even though the change, is accompanied by brecciatlon along 
the contact. The rhyolite is intrusive into the other rocks, 
and some brecciatlon occurred along the intrusive contacts.

Basic, dikes are confined to a few late post-mineral 
faults as the Mammoth fault and the Turtle fault east of 
its intersection with the Mammoth fault.

The study of the fault problem is greatly hindered by 
the lack of marker beds that can be used in the measurement 
of displacements. Rarely can more than a rough estimate of 
the displacement be made.

The large number of faults and fractures cut by the 
underground workings indicates that only a small part of 
the faults have been recognized on the surface. The fault 
pattern is without doubt more complicated than is indicated 
by plate 1.

Of 320 faults and fractures mapped in the underground 
workings of the area 78 percent strike northwest with an 
average strike of N. 47° W. Of these 56 percent dip to 
the southwest with an average dip of 65°, 38 percent dip to 
the northeast with an average dip of 65°, and 6 percent are 
vertical. Only 43 of the recorded fractures strike northeast, 
and these have an average strike of N. 34° E. Of this group 
50 percent dip northwest with a mean dip of 68°, 30 percent
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to the southeast with a mean dip of 65°, and the remainder 
are vertical.

The percentage of northwest striking faults and fract
ures is about the same in each of the three principal mines 
of the area, but in the Mohawk-Hew Year mine 72 percent of 
these dip northeast and 28 percent dip southwest, whereas 
in the Mammoth and Collins mines 76 percent of the northwest 
striking fractures dip southwest and 24 percent to the 
northeast.

Pre-mineral faulting

A positive distinction between pre-mineral and post- 
mineral faults is difficult. With a few exceptions, discussed 
later, displacement on post-mineral faults is small. In some 
places the vein appears to have been displaced a few feet 
at the intersection with cross fractures, but the relations 
are obscured by supergene alteration of the vein and not - 
certain.

The mine workings cut innumerable fractures and breccia 
zones; but. only a few, most of which are mineralized, can be 
projected for even a hundred feet. The minor fractures seem 
to be closely related to the major faults occupied by the 
veins; and they are probably the result of the same regional 
stress. ' -
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: The Mammoth vein fault

The main fault, containing the principal ore shoots, 
is continuous through the Mammoth and Mohawk-New Year 
workings. The continuity is somewhat obscured in the barren 
gap between the two properties where the fault passes from 
an area predominantly rhyolite into one predominantly granite; 
but the workings overlap sufficiently to show a connection.

The general strike is northwest, the dip from 70°-80°
SW. In the north end of the Mammoth mine the vein swings 
to a strike that is nearly due west; and the dip steepens.to 
nearly vertical. It is possible that the main fault does not 
actually change direction at this point but is joined by 
a branch or cross fault. The mineralization, however, follow
ed the west fault; and if the main fault does continue north
westward, it is not known to be mineralized. 1

The amount of displacement probably amounts to at least 
several hundred feet. The movement continued over consider
able time, beginning with the early intrusion and'continuing 
at intervals during the entire period of hypogene mineraliza
tion and well into the supergene period.

In the Mohawk-New Year ground to the southeast the 
vein fault swings easterly to a nearly due east strike with 
a southerly dip. (491 vein)

A second fault (391 vein) striking northwesterly, 
nearly continuous with the strike of the main fault in
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the Mammoth ground hut dipping 62°-70, HE. , intersects the 
hanging wall of the main fault. If the outcrops of the two 
faults could be traced on the surface they would probably 
Intersect about 500 feet northwest of the Mohawk shaft.
The line of intersection plunges to the southeast from the 
200-foot level at the northwest end of the Mohawk mine to 
below the 550-foot level at the southeast end. This branch 
fault is also the locus of productive ore shoots in the 
Mohawk mine.

Dream vein fault .

The Dream vein, approximately parallel to the Mammoth- 
Mohawk vein, lies along the contact between the granite and 
a thick rhyolite sill. The contact is marked by gouge and 
slickensides and brecciatlon in the rhyolite. There has un
doubtedly been movement along this contact, but its magni
tude can only be surmised from the amount of gouge and 
breccia present. The contact dips 450-650 NE., much flatter 
than is normal for the mineralized faults of the district. 
Certain characteristics of the slickensides indicate a 
reverse movement, but the evidence for this is far from 

conclusive. The relation of the dip of the Dream vein fault 
to that of the main mineralized fault in the Mohawk workings 
suggests that the two converge and probably intersect in 
depth. Projected to the surface this fault coincides fairly
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well with the vein developed in the Aguaya prospect. The 
latter vein is likewise on the contact of the granite with 
a rhyolite sill; but the dip is about 70°, whereas the 
Dream vein is much flatter as seen in the Mohawk mine. 
Striations on the siickensided revealed in the Aguaya tunnel 
plunge to the southeast indicating a horizontal component of 
the displacement. _ : . - .

The Dream vein fault is cut off at the north by the 
Mammoth fault, and its extension beyond this point is not 
known. Projected across the;Mammoth fault. Mid allowing for 
a minimum displacement, the Dream vein lines up fairly well 
with the Collinsreast vein which also dips northeast.

Collins vein faults

It is doubtful if the Collins vein can be traced either 
vertically or horizontally as a single cnntinuous fracture. 
More probably the mineralizing solutions followed a fault 
zone composed of a number of more or less parallel fractures. 
The rocks in both walls of the vein show the effects of in
tense pressure. Wide, closely-sheeted zones can be seen on 
all the levels of the Collins mine especially from the 300- 
foot level to the surface. Gouge-filled fractures crossing 
the vein faults are more common in the Collins mine than 
elsewhere in the district. The cross fractures do not offset 
the veins, but it is apparent that they have had an important
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Influence In directing the course of the mineralizing 
solutions.

In the most intensely mineralized portion of the fault 
system, that is, the section adjacent to the Collins shaft, 
the strike of the vein as developed on the different levels, 
varies progressively from N. 80° W. on the 700-foot level 
to about N. 45° W. on the adit level. The dip varies from 
vertical to 60°.SW. The section of the vein between co
ordinates 1050 W. and 1225 W. on the 300-foot level swings 
northward to such a position that the vein must undergo an 
abrupt reversal in dip should it prove to be an extension 
of the vein on the level above. It appears more probable 
that this is a branch fracture.

The west sulphide ore body on the 700-foot level is 
clearly the downward extension of the shoot developed on 
the levels above. The otter two sulphide shoots have not 
been developed above the 700-foot level but are probably 
along the same fault fissure. In this event the eastward 
extension of the vein makes a decided swing to the south 
(plate 10), whereas on the 300-foot level the eastward 
extension swings to the north (plate 6). There is, however, 
some evidence that the structure on the 700-foot level 
carries through to the 300-foot level where the main vein 
is joined by a number of well defined fractures striking 
northwest, several of which are mineralized. It ̂ therefore 
appears probable that development work on higher levels
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above the middle and east sulphide ore shoots on the 700- 
foot level will reveal oxidized ore similar to that above 
the west shoot. v _ •
- ; : Some displacement; must have occurred on the Collins
fracture system. Study of the vein material clearly shows 
that movement occurred at Intervals throughout hypogene 
mineralization and supergene alteration. The displacement 
was probably distributed in a number of parallel, closely- 
spaced fractures. "

Post-mineral faulting
• . • . ‘ • " V*. i ■/ > r ' - ,

In the northeastern part of the area a number of faults 
cut and displace the Gila conglomerate and are therefore 
later than the mineralization. Likewise the mine workings 
in the conglomerate north of No. 2 shaft show several-minor 
faults. The powder magazine adit also discloses faults.in 
■ the conglomerate. ; . ^ _ . ,....

Some of the fractures and brecclatlon associated with 
the veins doubtless belong to this late period of movement, 
especially in the.upper levels; but there is little evidence 
of more- than slight displacement. The flat, southwestward 
dipping fault which; is the upper limit of 204 stope on the 
100-foot level of the Mammoth mine may be a post-mineral 
fault, which has displaced the top of the ore shoot to the 
southwest (section D-D’, plate 2). A similar condition
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exists in the small stope about 60 feet west of the shaft 
on this level.

The two most important post-mineral faults are the 
Turtle and Mammoth faults.

Turtle fault

The Turtle fault crosses the area just north of the 
Mammoth and Collins mines and may be considered the north 
limit of the known ore bodies. It forms the north contact 
of the granite with the agglomeritic lava flows. The gen
eral strike is N. 70o-75° E., the dip about 65° NW. The 
outcrop of the fault is exposed for a mile west of Tucson 
Wash to a point where it is cut by a northwest striking 
fault that makes the west contact of the lavas with the 
granite. Whether or not it has been offset by this fault 
and continues westward has not been determined. The Turtle 
fault is cut by the Mammoth fault, and the position east 
of the Mammoth fault offsets to the south between 100 and 
200 feet. East of this offset the course of the fault can 
only be surmised. Small bodies of basalt are intruded into 
the fault fissure where it crosses the ridge north of the 
Collins mine, and recurrences of these intrusions to the 
east are believed to mark the locus of the fault. Farther 
to the east the relatively sharp, straight contact of the 
Intruded breccia with the recent alluvium probably marks
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approximately the trace of the original scarp.
West of the intersection with the Mammoth fault the 

character of the outcrop varies from place to place. On
the hillside east of Tucson Wash it appears as a black

.. : .. . . - ' . ' - - ' /  - ' - -  - , - :

calcite vein 1& to 2 feet wide with a zone of rhyolite 
fault-breccia on the footwall. The rhyolite fragments are 
recemented by silica and white calcite, forming a resistant 
aggregate which projects several feet above the adjacent 
surface. West of Tucson Wash, where granite forms the foot- 
wall of the fault and agglomeritic lavas the hanging wall, 
the fissure contains deposits of silica and calcite but no 
breccia. . ..

The hanging.wall moved down with respect to the foot- 
wall. The displacement must necessarily have been great, in 
order to bring the granite and lava flows into their present 
relationship, which has already been described in the dis
cussion of the structure of the lavas.

The outcrop of the Collins east vein ends abruptly at 
its intersection with the Turtle fault and appears to have 
been cut off by it, hence the Turtle fault is considered 
to be younger than the mineralization.
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Mammoth fault

The Mammoth fault cuts northwestward through the cen
tral part of the area, west of Mohawk mine and between 
Mammoth and Collins mines. It Is exposed on the 300,-500, 
600, and 700-foot levels of the Mammoth mine where It 
appears as a zone of coarse, loose breccia about 20 feet 
wide interlayered with seams of clay gouge and, in places, 
by veins of black calc ite. The fragments of the breccia are 
commonly coated with crusts composed of flat plates of cal- 
cite; and the space between the fragments Is partly filled 
with clay or coarse, arkose sand.

The strike of the fault, as determined from two expo
sures on the 700-foot level, is N. 22° W.; the dip Is north
east and varies from 56° on the lower levels to 70° or more 
near the surface.

The fault Is also exposed In the end of an adit now 
used for a powder magazine at elevation 3250 and again in 
a short adit near the outcrop at about elevation 3330. Both 
of these exposures show Intruded breccia in contact with 
Gila conglomerate, the conglomerate forming the hanging wall 
in both places.

About 400 feet east of these points a drift has been 
driven northward from No. 2 shaft into the conglomerate for 
the purpose of mining waste for back-filling the stopes.
This drift is at the elevation of the 100 foot level and is
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partly above and partly below the contact of the Intruded 
breccia with the conglomerate, which was deposited on an 
irregular erosion surface of the breccia. A cross-section 
of this drift is shown on the east-west section A-A*
(plate 2). Assuming that the upper surface of the breccia 
dips approximately parallel to the dip of the conglomerate, 
the intersection of this surface with the Mammoth fault 
surface would then be roughly 150 feet below the outcrop 
of the fault. After movement occurred erosion removed the 
conglomerate but probably only a few feet of the underlying 
intruded breccia, since small remnants of the same conglom
erate may still be seen perched near the top of the ridge 
about 2,000 feet to the south; hence the slip of the Mammoth 
fault is somewhere between 150 and 200 feet.

The fault and the Mammoth vein dip in opposite direct
ions. On section C-C* (plate 2), which is approximately on 
the line of the crosscut west from the Mammoth shaft on the 
700-foot level, the vein and the fault intersect about 200 
feet below the 700-foot level. The footwall segment of the 
faulted vein must therefore meet the fault at less than 50 
feet below the 700-foot level.

It has been suggested by some students of this area 
that the Mammoth vein is the faulted apex of the Collins 
vein. This relationship would involve a slip of at least 
1200 feet on the Mammoth fault, and would necessitate the
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removal "by erosion of at least 1200 feet of material, a 
large proportion of which was intruded breccia, from the 
footwall side of the fault after the movement took place. 
The chief reason for the assumption that the two veins 
were originally continuous is that if the Mammoth vein is 
superimposed upon the Collins vein there Is a gradual de
crease in the degree of oxidation of the vein minerals 
from the upper part of the Mammoth vein to the lower levels 
of the Collins. One of these theories must "be correct since 
no other vein has been cut by the Mammoth workings west of 
the fault which can be construed as.a possible footwall 
segment of the Mammoth »eIn.

Ore deposits

History of mining development

Hostility of the Apache Indians discouraged all perma
nent settlement of the upper San Pedro valley until after 
the purchase of the territory by the united States In 1853• 
Prospecting the hills in the vicinity of Mammoth followed 
the building of a road along the San Pedro River and the 
establishing of posts at what are now Benson and Wlnkelman 
by the San Diego and San Antonio stage line.

The first modern locations In this area, which include 
the Hackney and Aaven claims bn the Collins vein, were made
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by Frank Schultz in 1879^. He located the Mohawk claim in

o .Patent survey plats: U. S. Land Office.

1881 and the Mammoth and Mars in 1882. Schultz prospected 
the Mammoth claim in a small way but after three years sold 
that property to George W. Fletcher who blocked out a large 
body of gold ore. In order to treat this ore Fletcher built 
a 30-stamp amalgamation mill on the San Pedro River 3 allies 
northeast of the mine and established there the town of 
Mammoth-*-®.

10History obtained from-unpublished notes of J. B . Tenney, 
from "Mineral Resources of the United States", and oral 
communications from F. S. Naething, E. D. Morton, Carl Q-eib, 
and others.

In 1888 the Mammoth shaft was extended from the 300 
to the 500-foot level in order to promote a sale of the 
property. The following year the property was purchased 
by an English company, which began operations under the 
name of Mammoth Gold Mines, Ltd. This company Increased 
the size of the mill from 30 to 50 stamps; and during the 
first year of its operations treated ore that averaged 
#14 a ton at a total cost of #4 a ton. The ore from the 
upper levels was all free milling, but at greater depths 
the percentage of gold recovered by amalgamation decreased. 
-The stopes were not adequately timbered and in July 1893
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the walls caved leaving a large opening between the 200 
and 400-foot levels. All work was discontinued following 
this accident. - -
. The next year Johnson, Barnhart, and Collins leased
the Collins mine and organized a company to exploit that 
deposit. Mining was begun on the 60-foot level by shrink
age stoping. The ore was hoisted to the adit"level through 
the Collins shaft, then trammed to the surface, and thenc® 
hauled to'the Mammoth mill for treatment. By the end of 
1895 over 40^000 tons of ore had been mined, which prob
ably yielded about |6 a ton in gold.

Mammoth Gold Mines, Ltd. was succeeded by the • 
Mammoth Gold Mining Company in 1896. The new company built 
a Blelchert, double-rope areal tramway to carry the ore 
from the mine to the mill, a distance of nearly 3 miles. 
The tramway is said^ to have made a great saving in

Wm. P. Blake, Report of the governor of Arizona: 
Annual report of the Department of Interior 1901, 
pn. 188-190.

transportation costs; since the loaded ore buckets 
descended to the mill by gravity; and the returning 
buckets carried timber, water, and other supplies to 
the mine. The old mill was modernized by the addition 
of a 200-ton cyanide plant for treating the tailings, 
which contained about 40 percent of the original gold
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content of the ore. The new cyanide plant recovered most 
of this loss.

Later the Collins mine was purchased by the Mammoth 
Cold Mines, Ltd., and the two mines were connected by a 
crosscut from the 700-foot level of the Mammoth mine. Both 
mines were worked during the ensuing years. A large ore 
shoot north of the Mammoth shaft was stoped upward from . 
the 750-foot level. This stope. In places 60 feet wide, was 
supported by square-set timbering. The broken and cavernous 
ground resulting from the previous, caving above the 500- 
foot level was a constant menace to the workings below, and 
every effort was made to Insure against further mishap. The 
600-foot level was especially well secured. However, the 
open square-set timbering was not filled with waste rock, 
probably because of the difficulty in securing waste; and 
as mining progressed, the entire weight of the overlying 
rock was borne by the timbers. On the night of April 15, 
1901 the timbers collapsed allowing the ground to cave from 
the 7«'0-foot level to the surface. Over the stope the sur
face of the ground subsided 25 feet or more. Fortunately 
there was no one in the stope when the caving occurred.
The shaft and surface plant were not damaged; and since 
most of the ore had been extracted from the caved section 
the loss was not considered great.

Mining continued for a while south of the shaft but 
soon stopped because of litigation over ownership. The mine
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was not reopened for 12 years.
Thus far gold was the only metal recovered from the 

Mammoth ores. The outbreak of the World War In 1914 
stimulated the demand for molybdenum thus creating a fresh 
Interest In these properties because of the wulfenlte which 
the ores were known to contain.

Attention was first focused on the mill tailings, 
which had already been reworked by the cyanide process and 
were now spread over a considerable area slowly becoming 
a part of the soil itself. The tailings were first sampled 
by R. o. Boykin, who later with Frank H. Hereford acquired 
them either by purchase or lease. Boykin and Hereford 
organized the Arizona Rare.Metals Company and erected a 
mill to recover the wulfenlte by gravity concentration.
A;little wulfenlte still remained In the tailings after 
this treatment, and later they were again reworked by 
sulphidation and flotation. With the signing of the armis
tice the price of molybdenum declined, ending further 
interest In the tailings, which by this time had been re
worked three times and, according to some accounts, four 
times.

The Great Western Copper Company leased the Mammoth 
mine In 1913 and did considerable development work but 
relinquished the lease before reaching the stage of 
production.
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In 1915 the Mammoth and Collins mines were taken over "by 
Col., Epes Randolph and associates under the name of Mammoth 
Development Company. Undairgremd development was begun the 
following year; the mill was enlarged; and flotation mach
inery was added. Progress was interrupted temporarily in 
October 1917}by a fire that started in the hoist house and 
spread to the headframe.- Sparks from the headframe fell, into 
the shaft and set fire to the timbers completely destroying 
the shaft timbering from the surface to the water level•

St. Anthony Mining and Development Company succeeded 
Mammoth Development Company in ,1918.. The shaft was ret labored 
and. stoping begun in the rich wulfeiilte ore above the 520- 
foot level in the Collins mine. Operations continued until 
after the armistice when the price of molybdenum fell far 
below the limit of profitable mining.

About 50,000 tons of ore was produced during this 
period of operation from 1916 to 1919.

The Mohawk -claim joins the Mammoth claim on the south 
and partly covers the southern extension, of the Mammoth 
vein. The Mohawk Gold Mining Company acquired this, claim 
from Frank Schultz in 1892 and proceeded to prospect the 
vein above the 300-foot level. A large ore body was blocked 
out on the 100 and 200-foot levels, and a 10-ton stamp mill 
was erected at Mammoth to treat the ore. Production followed 
at the rate of 70. tons a day from May 1, I896, until the end
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of I897 when the mine was closed, probably because the 
material mined was too low grade to yield a profit. The 
capacity of the mill was doubled the next year, but mining 
was not resumed.

In 1906.the Mohawk Gold Mining Company was refinanced.
A 30-ton mill was built at the mine and arrangements were 
made to pump water for operating the mill from the Mammoth 
mine where a seemingly unlimited supply had been encountered 
In the shaft below the 750-foot level. A new vertical shaft 
was sunk 500 feet, and new ore bodies were discovered. 
Although the grade of the ore was low, production continued 
until the end of 1912.

The New Year claim, which adjoins the Mohawk on the 
east, was optioned from the heirs of Frank Schultz by Sam 
Houghton In 1926. Houghton sank a new vertical shaft only 
140 feet northeast of the Mohawk shaft and begun development 
work in the New Year ground. A small mill was begun In 1932, 
but it was never completed, and tha*e was no production under 
Houghton * s management.

The increase in the price of gold in 1933 created a 
fresh interest in the Mammoth mining camp, which had been 
unproductive for nearly 15 years.

The Molybdenum Gold Mining Company, subsidiary of the 
Molybdenum Corporation of America, took over the Mohawk- 
New Year properties and began underground development.
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The mill begun by Houghton was completed. Gold was recovered 
by the cyanide process and lead, molybdenum, and vanadium 
by gravity tables.In 1934 the mill treated 24,784 tons of 
ore.

Also in that year (1934) Mammoth-St.Anthony, Ltd. 
obtained the Mammoth group of claims and began preparation 
for reopening the Mammoth and Collins mines under the 
direction of Foster S. Naething. Production began the:follow
ing year. The ore was treated in the Molybdenum Gold Mining 
Company's mill. In May 1935 Naething began experiments on 
flotation with the aim to improve the recovery of lead, 
molybdenum, and vanadium. He assumed the management of the 
mill in March 1936; and on January 1, 1937 Mammoth-St. 
Anthony, Ltd. purchased the mill from.Molybdenum Gold Mining 
Company. The capacity of the mill, originally 90 tons a day, 
was increased to over 200 tons a day in 1937 and to over 
400 tons at the present writing, April, 1938.

Difficulty was experienced in finding a market for 
the concentrates in which payment for all the contained 
metals would be made. To improve this condition a small 
plant was erected in 1937 to treat the concentrates by fusion 
with sodium carbonate followed by lixivlation. The final pro
ducts of the plant are metallic lead and a crude salt con
sisting mainly of sodium molybdate and vanadate.
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Production

In the 51 years of intermittent operation from 1886 
to the end of 1936, the Mammoth mining camp has produced 
metals valued at over §5,000,000, of which 83 percent was 
gold. The total recovery, segregated as closely as possible 
according to mines, metals, and date of production, is shown 
in the accompanying table. The production of the camp falls 
naturally into three periods.

The first period, from 1886 to 1912, is coincident with 
the life of the high grade ore bodies. During this period 
the ore was mined entirely for its gold content, of which 
§3,510,835 was recovered. The early production figures may 
not be entirely correct, but the above value is probably 
reasonably close. The Mammoth-Coilins mine produced 350,000 
tons of ore containing an average of 0.43 ounces of gold, 
which is double the amount that is maintained in the mill 
heads mined from the remaining ore bodies. The gold content 
of the Mohawk-New Year ore was doubtless little if any 
higher than that of the ore mined at the present time. It 
probably never exceeded 0.2 of an ounce per ton for any 
monthly period of production.

The first period ended when the value of ore remaining 
above the water level fell below the limits of economic 
mining.

The increased demand for molybdenum created by the



Production of Mammoth mining camp 
1881-1936

Tons Gold Gold iSilver Lead Mo 03 v205 : Totalounces value ounces pounds pounds pounds value
Mammoth-Collins

1881-1901 350,000 150,500 #3 ,110,835 05,110,855
Mohawk-New Year 

1896-1912 
Mammoth-Collins 

1916-1919 49 , 764
:

10,450
-400,000
216,010 447,876

400,000
614,620

Mohawk-New. Year 
1934 24,784 2,691 94,050 70,546 103,937 155,225

Mammoth-Collins
1935 18,267 2,174 75,981 8,604 379,954 49,869 40,918 130,985

Mohawk-New Year 
1935 17,468 1,892 66,125 3,305 334,657 93,649 65,849 141,198

Mammoth-Collins
1936 40,115 7 ilOO 248,145 33,456 742,128 109,915 108,712 387,639

Mohawk-New Year 
1936 34,036 3,522' 123,094 7,675 786,375 137,899 132,570 263,631

Total 534,434 178,329 $4 ,334,240 53,040 2,243,114 909,754 449,786 $5,204,133
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World War Inaugurated the second period of production. The 
value of 3.5 to 4.5 pounds of MoO^, at the prices prevailing 
during the war, added to §4 a ton in gold, again made mining 
profitable. For a few years almost the entire production of 
molybdenum for the United states came from this area. From 
1916 to 1919 the camp produced 447,876 pounds of M0O3.

With the signing of the armistice there was a sharp 
decline in the price of molybdenum because of the large ‘ 
stocks of concentrates that were on hand. In the years 
following the war the use of molybdenum increased rapidly; 
but the price did not increase proportionally but rather 
continued to decrease because of the development of the 
large, low grade molybdenite deposits at Climax, Colorado. 
Consequently the mines at Mammoth remained inactive for 
14 years. '

The total value of the metals recovered during the 
four years of this period amounted to §614,620 of which 
only §216,010 was gold. The average price for the wulfenlte 
concentrates was $1,337 per pound of metallic molybdenum 
contained.

The third period of production began with the Increase 
in the price of gold in 1933. In three years of operation 
from 1934 to 1936 the camp produced §647,859 in gold and 
silver. This production was divided about equally between 
the Mammoth-Collins and Mohawk-New Year mines. During the 
■first hp-lf of 1937 production from the Mohawk-New Year mine
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decreased markedly, whereas that of the Mammoth-CollIns 
increased to over 75 percent of the total.

In addition to gold and silver the recovery for the 
three years includes lead, molybdenum, and vanadium valued 
at §430,819 giving a grand total for the period to the end 
of 1936 of §1,078,778.

If the price of gold is maintained at §35, future 
production will perhaps equal or exceed the past production.

Character of the veins 

General description

The ore occurs in definite veins or lodes, which occupy 
fissures or brecclated zones caused by faulting. Difference 
in the intensity of the mineralization in the fissures both 
vertically and longitudinally result In definite ore shoots, 
the size and shape of which depends largely on the current 
price of metals and cost of production. The shoots generally 
pitch southward. Between the productive ore shoots the vein 
is not ordinarily completely barren, but is too narrow to be 
worked profitably, or the mineralization too weak to make 
ore. The change from ore to waste is usually rather sharp. 
Where the change is in the vertical extension of the vein 
the mineralization is said to "feather out*, that is, the 
metals become too dispersed to make ore. v

The section of the fault lying between the Mammoth
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and Mohawk ore bodies is almost lackIng in mineralization. 
The fault appears as a closely;sheeted zone with little 
or no gouge. There has been some silicification, in which 
the quartz is transparent and colorless in contrast with 
the dark, gray, lemon-yellow, or amethyst quartz of the ore 
shoots. A little clear, white calcite in thin hexagonal 
plates only partly fills the open spaces in breccia. .The 
rocks adjoining the barren fracture show only a slight im
press of hydrothermal action.
•; :. The ore appears to have been deposited along sections 
of the .faults where the shattering and brecciation was 
most complete. In the Mohawk and New Year mines the fractur- 
•ing was more intense than in the parts of the Mammoth mine 
now accessible. In places veins grade into lodes up to 40 
feet in width, conroosed of a network of narrow, mineralized 
veins. The entire width was, mined although the rock between 
the.veins was barren. These zones occur most commonly where 
one or both walls are of rhyolite, which is more brittle 
and hence more eas11y shattered than either the granite or 
the intruded breccia. The portion of the Mammoth vein 
traversing the caved section of the Mammoth mine north of 
the main shaft was undoubtedly a wide fractured zone with 
Interlacing mineralized veins. The stopes in this area are 
said to have been 60 feet in width; and the extent of the 
cave as seen on the surface is well in keeping with stopes
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of that dimension.
The footwall of the vein is almost invariably marked 

by red or greenish-gray gouge and sllckensides. This Is not 
so consistently true of the hanging wall but is common.
Clay gouge and sllckensides may also, be seen within the vein 
itself roughly paralleling the walls or crossing from one 
wall to the other with a flatter dip than that of the vein. 
Mineralization spreads out below these flat clay seams and 
contracts above them as may be seen In the 701 stope on the

' f '
700-foot level of the Mammoth mine.

Movement along the faults subsequent to the primary 
deposition has crushed and shattered the vein matter; and 
oxidation and leaching have been so active that the original 
character of the mineralization can not be accurately re
constructed. As now seen In the underground workings the 
vein matter Is a porous, earthy mass, in which most of the 
constituent minerals are more or less masked by red or brown 
iron oxides and hydrates and black powdery manganese oxides. 
Quartz occurs in narrow, discontinuous stringers with crusti- 
flcations of lemon-yellow quartz along their borders and 
amethyst quartz showing coarse comb structure toward the 
center. Open spaces are generally present in the mid-portion 
of the velnlets. Dark gray, stony quartz fills the spaces 
between angular rhyolite fragments producing a cemented 
breccia which Is very conspicuous In parts of the vein where
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crushing has been less Intense. In more open parts of the 
vein yellow and orange crystals of wulfenite and vanadinite 
are conspicuous lining cavaties or coating fragments of 
loose breccia. Scintillating crusts of descloisite and 
mottramite occur in a similar manner. Small lenses of sooty, 
black calcite are common in the veins. These are rarely over 
a foot thick or over twenty feet long. White calcite is 
present throughout but becomes more prominent where the vein 
is of low grade. Clay gouge is widely dispersed throughout 
the veins. Where the veins are narrow they contain a greater 
proportion of clayey material and are less porous. In these 
places copper stains are commonly visible as well as frag
ments of galena surrounded by shells of cerussite and copper 
carbonates.

Where one or both walls are rhyolite, dark, stony 
quartz was deposited between fragments of the crushed 
rhyolite forming a hard, dense mass (plate 15, A). Replace
ment was probably active in the most open part of the chan
nel where only remnants of rhyolite are left rarely exceed
ing a half an inch in greatest dimension. Farther from the 
central part of the vein the proportion of unreplaced rock 
becomes gradually greater and the fragments larger until 
finally only threadlike veinlets_of quartz cut the rock. 
Horses of unmineralized rhyolite are common within the vein 
proper. Generally these are so hard that they are not
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shattered in blasting and can easily be sorted from the 
broken ore in the stopes. The rhyolite fragments appear 
only slightly affected by the solutions that deposited the 
quanta.

The granite was not so completely brecciated as the 
more brittle rhyolite, and the tendency to form clay gouge 
was greater. The original quartz mineralization was deposited 
as veinlets an inch or more in width between the granite 
blocks, or, in places where crushing was Intense, complete 
sllification took place. Where the vein is wide, blocks of 
unreplaced granite remain up to several feet in length.
The subsequent crushing and leaching gives to these parts of 
the vein a soft ashy appearance. The vein matter is spotted 
with rounded, white, kaolinized remnants of the unreplaced 
granite. The crushed vein quartz between the rubble of un
replaced granite is loose and porous, stained dark brown or 
red by limonlte and intermixed with clay and crushed granite.

The intruded breccia appears to have been less amenable 
to replacement by the mineralizing solutions than either the 
rhyolite or the granite. Where both walls are of the breccia 
the vein is narrow, and the grade decreases below the limits 
of commercial ore, in fact no bodies of commercial ore have 
been found where both walls of the fracture are of intruded 
breccia. According to Vanderwilt^2, the southeast end of the
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12Vanderwllt, J. W., Private report on Mohawk-New Year 
mine, 1934. / 'i . ;

391 atope between the 200 and 300-foot levels of the Mohawk 
mine becomes too narrow to stope profitably where the vein 
passes into the breccia; but as this vein was not followed 
far it can not be concluded that the intruded breccia is not 
a favorable rock for ore. However, he is of the opinion that 
the Indications are that it is less favorable than either 
granite or rhyolite.

Intruded breccia commonly constitutes one wall of the 
veins in the Mohawk mine but is usually separated by a gouge 
seam from the mineralized portion, which always occurs in 
the adjoining rhyolite. In the Mammoth mine the breccia is 
rarely in contact with the vein. On the 700-foot level it 
occurs at the north limit of 701 stope where the minerali
zation diminishes below the limit of commercial ore; but, 
since the same thing happens on the level above where no 
intruded breccia is present in a similar relationship with 
the ore, it can not be condluded that the decrease in grade 
is due to the unfavorable properties of the rock.
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The sulphide ore body

The sulphide ore bodies developed on the 700-foot level 
of the Collins mine does not share the general characteris
tics of the other veins in the area. Three ore shoots from 
160 feet to 240 feet in length and averaging 5 feet in width 
have been opened by drifts along the vein. The Intervals 
between the shoots are unexplored, hence their continuity as 
part of a single vein can not be established. A line connect
ing the three segments forms a broad arc convex toward the 
northeast and roughly parallel to the Mammoth vein. The 
north end of the east shoot and the south end of the middle 
shoot are only 80 feet apart, and the relation of the 
strikes is such that the continuity of these two segments 
can safely be Inferred (plate 10).

The central core of the shoots consists of elongated 
masses of galena interspersed with quartz, silicifled 
country rock, and a little sphalerite. The amount of galena 
diminishes rapidly toward the borders, and sphalerite be
comes more prominent in a gangue of wall-rock breccia re
cemented with dark quartz containing specularite and abund
ant chlorite. At the ends of the ore shoots the galena gives 
way to disseminated pyrite and sphalerite in a gangue of 
dark quartz, glistening with flakes of specularite. Chlorite 
becomes sufficiently abundant to give the vein a greenish 
cast. There is a progressive decrease in the amount of
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sulphides and an:increase In the speeularite toward the ends 
of the shoots. Transverse faults, that are definitely pre- 
mineral, affect the continuity of the vein fracture slightly 
but exert a noticeable influence on the volume of the 
mineralization on opposite sides of the gouge filling.

The veins on the lower levels of the Collins mine do 
not appear to have undergone the later periods of movement 
along the vein faults which so thoroughly shattered the 
veins elsewhere in the area and probably, for this reason, 
have been only slightly affected by supergene oxidation. 
Small areas of the vein are thoroughly, oxidized but for the 
most part a tarnish of copper sulphides on the cleavage 
faces of the galena is the most noticeable change. Meager 
deposits.of wulfenlte, vanadinlte, and descloisite occur 
where there is open brecciatlon. The crystals are much 
smaller than.is characteristic for these minerals in the 
other ore bodies of the area. Some are so small that they 
can be recognized only with a high powered hand lens.

The Collins vein on the 700-foot level and. portions 
of it as high as the 300-foot level is probably typical of 
the hypogene mineralization of the area.



Minerals of the ore deposits

The minerals that are closely associated with the ore 
deposits and those that are developed in the altered rocks 
near the veins are briefly described in the following pages 
The arrangement is according to Dana * s system. Directly 
following is an alphabetic list of the minerals identified.

Adularia (orthoclase)
Angles it e
Azurite
Barite
Beaudantite
Biotite
Somite : '
Calcite
CeruasiteGhalcocite
Ghalcopyrite
Chillagite
Chlorite
Chrysocolla
Covellite
Descloizite
Ec demite
Fluorite
Gold (native)
Galena

Hematite
Hemimorphlte (calamine)
Kaolin
Limonite
Magnetite
Malachite
Mlmetite
Mottramlte
Psllomelane
Pyrlte
Pyrolusite
Pyromorphlte
Quartz
Serpentine
SilverSmithsonite
Sphalerite
Tenor it e
Vanadinite
Wulfenlte

Native elements

Gold -
Economically gold is by far the most important con

stituent of the ore. The average gold content of the 
mine-run ore ranges from 0.09 ounces in the New Year ore 
to about .15 ounces in the Mammoth ore. Gold was recog
nized in veinlets of light amber or yellowish-green
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quartz which formed late In the mineral sequence. Whether 
or not all the hypogene gold Is confined to this type of 
quartz could not "be determined.

Some gold is doubtless contained in the pyrite and 
chalcopyrite; but the distribution of gold in the veins 
relative to that of the sulphides "indicates that only a 
small part of the gold could occur in this manner. However, 
the fact that a smaller percentage of the gold from the 
lower levels than from the higher levels of the mines is 
free milling indicates that the hypogene gold was asso
ciated with some mineral which was decomposed by super
gene agencies.

Native gold is also visible in the intruded breccia 
bordering the veins in the Aguaya tunnel, in the Smith 
workings and in the Mohawk Extension mine. It occurs in 
thin films coating certain fragments In the breccia that 
appear to be especially rich in iron. This gold probably 
deposited from supergene solutions.

Silver
Only minor amounts of silver are present, rarely 

over 1.5 ounces in the mine-run ore. No native silver 
or silver minerals were recognized. In the oxidized ore 
bodies the silver is probably present as chloride.
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Sulphides

Chalcoclte, CugS; Covelllte, CuS; and BornIte, OugFeS^
Chalcoclte, covelllte, and bornite occur as very thin 

films on other sulphides and as replacements of chalco- 
pyrite and rarely sphalerite. In replacement areas all three 
are usually present showing progressive replacement with 
bornIte earliest followed by covelllte and chalcoclte.
Masses of cerussite were found that are built up of a number 
of concentric shells around a central core of galena. Next 
to the core is a thin shell of intermixed covelllte and 
chalcoclte clearly replacing the galena. The sulphides are 
enclosed in another shell consisting of a mixture of azurlte, 
malachite, cerussite, and perhaps a little anglesIte grading 
outward into a thick shell of white cerussite.

The total amount of these copper sulphides is very 
small; and in most polished sections of the ore they are 
not recognized except with the use of medium or high power 
objectives.

Chalcopyrite, CuFeSg
Much of the chalcopyrite occurs as inclusions in 

sphalerite. It is believed that the chalcopyrite separated 
from the sphalerite by unmixing from solid solution. 
Chalcopyrite also occurs as hypogene replacement of pyrlte, 
sphalerite, and galena. In age it is contemporaneous with
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galena; in places.chalcopyrite replaces galena and In other 
places galena replaces chalcopyrlte. The usual host of the 
supergene copper sulphides is chalcopyrlte. In the oxidized 
ere bodies it has.altered to copper carbonates and chryao- 
colla. Chalcopyrlte was not abundant in these deposit a; even 
in the sulphide ore shoots the average copper content is only 
0.47 percent; and apparently it was the only hypogene copper 
mineral. ..

Galena. PbS
Galena is nearly as abundant as sphalerite 'in .the un- 

oxidized veins; and the wide distribution of ceruseite, 
wulfenite, and anglesite in the oxidized veins is proof of 
its abundance in the hynogene mineralization. Remnants 
varying from the size of marbles to masses weighing several 
pounds occur in the oxidized veins enclosed in shells of 
cerusslte and copper carbonate. Galena remnants are common 
throughout the Collins ore bodies, are much less common in 
the Mammoth mine, and are comparatively rare in the Mohawk 
and New Year mines.

Galena was late in the mineral sequence and followed, 
all the sulphide minerals except chalcopyrlte and the 
supergene copper sulphides. Nearly all the galena seen in 
polished sections is a replacement of sphalerite or was 
deposited in open spaces in quartz-lined vugs and in 
veinlets of comb quartz. Galena commonly shows mutual
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boundaries with fluorite that formed in a similar maimer.
It rarely replaces pyrite.

During oxidation lead apparently suffered little 
transportation, as it was immediately fixed in more stable 
forms as anglesite, cerussite, and rarbly as complex arsen
ates.

Pyrite, FeS2

Pyrite is not nearly as abundant as sphalerite and 
galena.in the sulphide ore bodies of the Collins mine. 
Cubical cavities in quartz indicate the earlier existence 
of pyrite in the oxidized parts of the veins. Many of the 
rhyolite bodies carried abundant pyrite as small, euhedral 
grains disseminated uniformly throughout the rock. In the 
outcrops it is oxidized to limonlte or completely leached 
but leaving cubical cavities surrounded by limonlte stains. 
Magnetite of the granite within or close to the veins is 
usually replaced by pyrite. In the unoxidized ores pyrite 
occurs as irregular or euhedral grains, rarely over 0.3 
millimeters across, generally in groups or chains and not 
intimately associated with the other sulphides.

The deposition of pyrite did not begin until specu- 
larite had nearly ceased to form. Much of it is older than 
sphalerite, but a little continued to form all through 
the ore period. Replacement of pyrite by later sulphides 
is insignificant.
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The scarcity of pyrite prevented to a large extent the 
transportation and consequent enrichment of the metals during 
the period of supergene oxidation. : :

• All the pyrite seen in polished sections of the ores Is 
weakly anisotropic.

Sphalerite. ZnS : : ' - • \ ;
Sphalerite is the-most abundant sulphide mineral. It 

occurs in Irregular masses associated with galena or pyrite 
in the sulphide bodies of the Collins mine. All the sphaler
ite is peppered with myriads of chalcopyrite Inclusions, 
most of which are visible, onlyunder high magnification. In 
general these inclusions are uniformly distributed with no 
apparent relation to shape or internal structure of the 
grains. In a few grains the inclusions are most abundant 
near the.borders, and the reverse condition was also observed. 
Some grains have linear, hair-like inclusions or chains of 
blebs oriented along crystallographic planes of. the host, but 
these are exceptional. There is no apparent increase or de
crease in the number of inclusions near areas that have been 
replaced by chalcopyrite. However, there is some evidence . 
that the inclusions served as nuclei of deposition during 
the process of replacement.

Inclusions of chalcopyrite in sphalerite are common 
in ore deposits all over the world, but investigators are 
not In accord as to whether the inclusions are due to



replacement or to unmixing from solid solution. Shenon^

vShenon, Philip J., Chalcopyrite and pyrrhotlte inclu
sions in sphalerite: Am. Mineralogist, vol. 17, No. 11, 
P. 514, 1932.

13

sums up the current opinion as revealed in the literature 
somewhat as follows: Teas*^, Newhouse^^, and Lasky^^ '

Teas, L. P ., The relation of sphalerite to other sulphides 
in ores: Trans. A.I.M.E. vol. 49, pp. 62-82, 1918.

1^Newhousei Wv-H., An examination as to the Intergrowth of 
certain minerals: Econ. Geology, vol. 21, pp. 68-70,1926.

l6Lasky, Sr G.,ahd Loughlln,“G . P . } and others, Geology 
and ore deposits.of the Magdalena mining district. New 
Mexico: In preparation by U. S. Geological Survey.

favor replacement for the occurrences studied by them, 
whereas Schneiderhohn^T and Van der Veen*-® favor the theory

17Schneiderhohn, H., Entmischungserschelnungen innhalb 
von Erzmischkryetalleny etc.: Metal, und Era., vol. 19,
p. 68, 1922. . . y . -

l&Van der Veen, R. W., Mlneragraphy and ore-deposition, 
p. 46: The Hague-G.Naeff, 1925.

of unmixing.
Shenon1^ studied the ores of the Cowboy mine in

Shenon, Philip J., Op.cit.
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Josephine County, Oregon, eonelutiea that the chalco- 
pyrite inclusions in the sphalerite of that deposit formed 
by some process of unmixing, Schwartz^ found that

Schwartz, G-. M., Textures due to unmixing of solid 
solutions: Econ. Geology, vol. 26, p. 758, 1931.

chalcopyrite inclusions in sphalerite could not be dis
solved by prolonged heating, hence he doubts that this 
chalcopyrite formed by unmixing. More recently Buerger^

21 ' 'Buerger, N. W., Sphalerite and chalcopyrite unmixing:
Am. Mineralogist, vol. 19, p. 525, 1934.

made experiments which definitely proved the exlstance of 
a solid solution of chalcopyrite in sphalerite, and the 
unmixing of chalcopyrite from such a solution. The unmixing 
temperature for the material used by_ him lies within the 
range 350° to 400° C. . .

Because of the extreme uniformity in the distribution 
and size of the inclusions in the sphalerite of the Mammoth 
ore without regard to environment or any extraneous condi
tion, the writer is inclined to consider these as due to 
unmixing from solid solution.

Sphalerite replaces chlorite and quartz. It does not 
replace pyrite and rarely shows mutual boundaries with 
pyrite. It is the mineral most subject to replacement by
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later sulphides and is extensively replaced by- galena and 
slightly by ehalcopyrlte and the supergene copper sulphides. 
" % - In the oxidized zone sphalerite is altered to smlthso- 
nite, hemimorphlte, and descloizit®. :- : i

• V.: : Haloids - _ :: .

Cerargyrlte. AgCl
The silver in the oxidized ore bodies is probably 

present as cerargyrite although this mineral was not 
definitely recognized.

Fluorite, CaFg
Fluorite is rarely recognized in the ores except in 

thin sections, though it is fairly abundant and widely 
distributed. Small deposits of fluorite in purple cubes 
can be seen with the unaided eye in the intruded breccia 
exposed in the mines, but none was seen in any of the thin 
sections of this rock.

Under the microscope all thin sections of the vein 
matter show some fluorite, and in most of them it is 
abundant. It occurs most commonly as small grains with 
angular boundaries which are parallel to three cleavage 
directions (plate 18,A). A little fluorite was deposited 
early with fine-grained quartz containing chlorite and 
specularite; but the bulk of it formed late with the clear.

L
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courser-grained quartz (plate 18, B) and Is essentially 
contemporaneous with galena ind chalcopyrite. Part of the 
fluorite of this:: stage is in large grains deposited In 
open cavities lined by euhedral quartz and commonly en
closing well-formed prisms of quartz. In this form it is 
closely associated with galena and the two minerals are 
in places present in the same vug showing mutual boundaries 
where they are in-contact. " - r ' '

Fluorite is fairly stable Ihr.the oxidized zones. In 
thin sections'of the oxidized vein matter the fluorite 
grains are corroded around their borders and generally 
slightly discolored. :

Oxides and hydrous oxides

Quartz, SlOg ;- ; '•:
Quartz is by far the most abundant of the vein minerals. 

It was the earliest mineral, and- its deposition continued 
throughout the hypogene period and to some extent into the 
supergene period. The greatest volume of quartz was deposited 
in the second stage along with specularlte and chlorite, 
most abundantly in the deeper zones but also in Important 
amounts in - the upper zones. The quartz of this stage is 
light gray to nearly black, with a dull,•stony appearance 
caused by included flakes of specularite (plate 17; A and B; 
plate 18, A). It has a fine-grained-xenmorphlc texture.



: The later quartz is clear with a variety of textures
from microcrystalline and handed to coarse flamboyant and 
feathered (plate 18,B). Much of the later quartz.was depos
ited in open ; fractures and vugs where it exhibits beautiful 
comb structure. Some of the late quartz is light amber or 
yellowish green, and some of it contains- minute specks of 
gold. This quartz is extremely fine-grained and Is intri
cately banded (plate 15, B). That latest in the hypogene 
sequence is amethyst which formed in veinlets showing coarse 
comb structure. , - v

The supergene quartz is in thin crusts of very fine 
euhedral crystals deposited on leached, spongy remnants of 
hypogene quartz.

Hematite, PegO-̂ , and other forms of ferric oxide

Specularite is so abundant on the lower levels of the
Collins mine that it can be recognized with the unaided eye.

• » ' .... ' ... .... . .. ....

It is especially abundant at the ends of the massive sul
phide shoots where it occurs in glistening black masses, 
which in thin section under the microscope are seen to 
consist of a dense mat of specularite flakes in quartz 
accompanied by chlorite and a little fluorite (plate 18,A). 
The specularite is in thin, hexagonal plates averaging 
0.08 millimeters across, blood red by transmitted light 
and lavender by inclined reflected light. In polished 
sections the flakes appear as narrow blades scattered at
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random through the section or grouped around areas of 
chlorite (plate 17, B ). Less eommonly the-blades occur in 
groups radiating from points on the edges of chlorite.

Specularite was stable during most of the hypogene 
period. Unaltered blades are included in sphalerite that 
has replaced chlorite and quartz, and also in galena that 
has subsequently replaced the sphalerite. The dark gray, 
stony appearance of the early vein quartz is due to in
cluded flakes of specularlte. There is a gradual decrease 
in the amount of specularlte from the Collins ore bodies 
at the northwest through the Mammoth and to the Mohawk 
veins at the southeast.

Amorphous, earthy hematite is abundant in all the 
oxidized ore bodies. Thin sections of the oxidized vein 
matter show specularite flakes in all stages of transform
ation to the amorphous variety. However, the larger masses 
of earthy hematite formed by oxidation of chlorite.

Limonite,formed by the oxidation of pyrite, and it 
commonly remains as pseudamorphs of pyrite; but since pyrite 
was not abundant the amount of limonite formed in this 
manner is not large. Where granite is the host of the ore 
a little limonite was produced by alteration of iron 
minerals in the rock.

Magnetite, Fe^O^

A little magnetite can always be recognized in table



concentrates of the ore, but it is probably a constituent 
of country rock that is included in the veins. So far as, 
is known magnetite was not deposited by the mineralizing 
solutions. .

Pyrolusite, -mOg

Manganese dioxide in the form of fine, black powder 
is widely distributed in the oxidized veins, coating and 
filling pores in the leached, spongy vein matter. Less 
commonly it occurs in thin, botryoldal crusts. The fine, 
black powder is generally Intimately mixed with finely 
crystalline desclolzite and usually accompanies the vana
dium minerals. The genetic relationship, if one actually 
exists, of pyrolusite with the vanadium minerals has not 
been determined; ,

The color of the black calclte is due to inclusions 
of manganese dioxide. _ -

Tenorite. CuO
Black, coal-like nodules of copper oxide, never more 

than an inch or two in diameter, are present in the veins 
generally in the barren sections between the ore shoots. 
The nodules are surrounded by thin shells of chrysocolla 
and the enclosing rock shows more or less copper stain 
within a radius of several inches around the nodules.

89
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Psilomelane, MngMnO/,.

Botryoldal masses of psilomelsme ranging from the size 
of peas to pieces weighing several pounds were seen In the 
broken ore and lying on the surface. The mode of occurrence 
of this mineral is unknown.

Carbonates

CalcIte, CaCO^ , .

Calclte is fairly common in the-veins, occurring either 
as small veins, in which the calotte is,black, or as color
less crystals in breccia.: -

Many of the fissures, especially the later fault fissur
es, are occupied by veins of coarsely crystalline, brownish- 
black calclte. Some small fractures cutting across the main 
veins are filled with black calclte; and lenticular bodies 
of black calclte rarely over a foot thick or more than 20 
feet long commonly occur in the ore bodies.

Under the microscope thin sections reveal that the dark 
color of the calclte was originally due to thin films of 
manganese dioxide deposited along cleavage planes. Later the 
calclte was completely recrystallized into a fine-grained 
aggregate, The manganese dioxide collected into irregular 
inclusions between the calclte grains. In places the dark 
Inclusions form ragged, parallel lines marking the direction 
of the original cleavage; but more commonly they appear as
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contains many cavities, some of which have been refilled 
with manganese oxide; and others show deposits of black, 
sooty material on their walls. . , ;

The dark;calcite gives a strong chemical reaction for 
manganese, and:a drop of hydrogen peroxide placed on a 
cleavage face effervesces vigorously.

The black calcite is earlier than the colorless variety; 
and that occupying late fault fissures is clearly supergene; 
but the origin of the lenses and transverse veins associated 
with the ore bodies is rather uncertain. A narrow fracture 
crossing the middle ore shoot of. the Collins vein on the 
700-foot level contains 1 to 2 inches of dark calclte next 
to a boxwork of barite plates coated with sooty manganese 
oxides. This fracture offsets the vein about 10 feet.

Thin, six-sided plates of colorless calclte occur in 
clusters attached to breccia fragments in faults, breccia 
zones, and to some extent in the veins. The plates are 
combinations of a steep rhombohedron and basal pinacold.
They are generally twinned with the basal pinacold as the 
composition, plane.

The colorless calclte is sporadically distributed in 
oxidized veins. It is most abundant in the barren sections 
of the veins, and it is especially prominent in that section 
of the vein fault between the Mammoth and Mohawk mines. It
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Is abundant in the breccia zones of the later faults where 
it serves as a cementing material, although it never fills 
the spaces between the fragments.

The colorless calcite in the veins formed very late, 
later than some of the supergene minerals and nearly always 
later than wulfenite and vanadinite.

No calcite was present in any of the thin sections of 
the hypogene vein filling.

Smithsonlte, ZnCO?
Smithsonlte is not easily recognized in the ore bodies, 

but is doubtless widely distributed, occurring in crusts 
and porous masses in the oxidized vein-filling, of which 
almost any fragment gives a decided chemical reaction for 
zinc. The mill heads carry from 2 to 3 percent zinc which 
is probably largely in the form of smithsonlte.

A little smithsonlte in small, colorless rhombohedrons 
was seen crusting wulfenite and vanadinite.

Some of the calcite in the veins contains a little
zinc.

Cerusslte, PbQQ^

In the oxidized ore bodies of the Mammoth and Mohawk 
mines cerusslte is not easily recognized except by chemical 
tests. It is finely disseminated throughout the ore bodies, 
and almost any fragment will give an appreciable chemical
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reaction for lead carbonate. -The average lead content of 
the mined ore is 1.02 percent.

In places cerusslte occurs in small, almond-shaped 
masses, rarely over a centimeter long, included in the dark 
vein quartz. These kernels of carbonate may have formed in 
place from galena, but no evidence of this origin remains.

In the Collins mine cerussite is more conspicuous, 
coating remnants of galena and in rounded masses derived 
from galena.

It is generally compact, earthy, or finely granular 
but also occurs in long orthorhombic crystals projecting 
into open cavities. The crystals commonly unite forming 
simple contact twins.

Malachite, CuCO^CufOHjg) and azurlte, 2CuC0j%Cu(0H)2
Malachite with much smaller amounts of azurlte is 

commonly associated with cerussite, forming emerald green, 
moss-like masses. Associated with crystalline cerussite 
in cavities, it occurs as short prisms or tufts of fine, 
green needles. Nodules of galena showing replacement shells 
of covelllte and chalcocite are always surrounded by cerus
site mixed with malachite and azurlte.

Though conspicuous because of their bright colors, 
these minerals are of no importance except as indications 
of the presence of copper. *
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Silicates

Mularla, KAISI3O8
The secondary variety of orthoclase produced by hydro- 

thermal solutions occurs in small amounts intergrown with 
quartz in the veins and as an alteration product in the 
wall-rocks especially in the Intruded breccia. It can only 
be recognized in thin sections under the microscope where 
it appears as small rhombic sections. In quartz velnlets 
in rhyolite breccia the sharp pointed crystals project into 
the quartz along the margins of the velnlets (plate 16, A).
In the course of slllclficatlon of rhyolite fragments in the 
intruded breccia, adularla appears as minute rhombic sections 
which apparently formed from the orthoclase of the rock 
(plate 16, B).

Hemimorphlte (Calamine), HgfZngOjSiOj*.
Only Insignificant amounts of hemimorphlte were observed. 

It occurs In granular masses, loosely adhering to porous 
quartz in the oxidized ore bodies, also as slender needles 
bristling from quartz crystals that formed on the walls of • 
open cavities. One specimen shows tufts of the slender 
needles growing on wulfenlte crystals.

Blotite, H2K(MgFe)3(AlFe)(S104b
That blotite was actually formed by the mineralizing 

solutions is questionable. It is found in partly replaced
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granite within the veins; where## in the granite adjoining 
the veins it is largely replaced by chlorite. Blotite was 
apparently more stable in contact with the fresh solutions 
in;the more active channels of flow than in the solutions 
that were modified during their penetration into the wall 
rocks• . .

The blotite in the veins is similar in appearance to 
that in the normal granite.

Chlorite, 5(MgFe)0.Al203.4S102.4H20 (?)
~ Chlorite is fairly abundant associated with epecular- 

ite and quartz of the second stage of mineralization. It 
can be seen with the unaided eye in many places on the 
lower levels of the Collins mine where it occurs as green 
felted masses composed of radiating groups of silky fibers.
In thin sections it appears as Irregular areas and shreds . 
disseminated in the vein-filling.

The fibers have a mean refractive index of 1.612; 
they are length slow, hence are optically negative. They 
are strongly pleochrolc: Z = green, Y * yellow. The mineral 
gives a strong chemical reaction for iron. Its properties 
place it near dlabantite which has the composition 5(MgFe) 
0.Al205.-4Si02.4H20.

This chlorite was not stable under supergene conditions. 
In the earliest stage of alteration it changes from olive- 
green ,to bright maroon; its silky luster and original
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structure remain perfectly preserved, with further oxidation 
It goes to earthy hematite. Practically no chlorite remains 
in the oxidized ore bodies, though thin sections show evi
dence of its earlier abundance.

Serpentine, 3 MgO.SSlOg.SHgO
Serpentine is not found in the vein material. It occurs 

as an alteration mineral in the highly altered intruded 
breccia.

Kaolin minerals
Minerals of the clay group together with fine arkoee 

sand, iron oxides, and a little sericite constitute the 
gouge which is prevalent in the oxidized veins, filling the 
voids between fragments of crushed vein matter and as gouge 
on the foot and hanging wall of the veins. The clay forms 
most readily where the walls are of granite or of intruded 
breccia.

Kaolin minerals were not observed in thin sections of 
the hypogene ores or altered wall-rocks. The feldspars, 
especially orthoclase, were fairly stable in contact with 
the mineralizing solutions. They were partly replaced by 
silica and to a slight extent recrystallized as adularia.

Chrysocolla, CuSiOy.SHgO
At least part of the chrysocolla is of colloidal origin. 

It fills cavities lined with quartz crystals and, in places.
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encloses wulfenIte crystals which had formed earlier In the 
cavities. Chrysocolla occurring thus contains abundant voids 
apparently formed by shrinkage during the transformation 
from gel to solid. -

Vein breccia with Included rhyolite fragments In all 
stages of replacement by chrysocolla are fairly common In 
the lower levels of the Collins mine. The necessary copper 
for this replacement was probably concentrated In the frag
ment s as a result of adsorption of copper salts from super
gene solutions by kaollnlzed rhyolite.

Where tenorite is present, it generally contains 
veinlets of chrysocolla and is always surrounded by a layer 
of rock containing.more or less chrysocolla.

Phosphates, arsenates, and vanadates

Pyromorphlte, PbCl.Pb^jPO^)^.
In the few specimens'In which pyromorphlte was Identi

fied, it was associated with mottramlte and vansdinlte. It 
is present as short, olive-green, hexagonal prisms formed 
on thin crusts of mottramlte. A few crystals reach 3 milli
meters in length but"are generally much smaller. The prisms 
are terminated by basal plnacold. The larger ones usually 
have hollow ends. Pyromorphlte Is clearly later than 
mottramlte but oould be interpreted as contemporaneous with
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the associated vanadinite.

Mlmetlte, PbCI.Pb^fAsO^)-;;
Miraetite occurs as bright orange or canary-yellow, 

botryoidal crusts coating fragments or walls of open fract
ures. The crusts are usually associated with wulfenite and 
commonly partly cover wulfenite crystals which are clearly 
earlier than the mlmetlte. The color of the mlmetlte is 
apparently modified by the same impurity that affects the 
color of wulfenite, for the two minerals together show 
similar color modifications. The crusts are composed of 
radiating fibers.

Vanadlnite, PbCI .Pb^VQ^ ̂ )
Vanadinite is fairly abundant and widely distributed. 

It builds stubby, hexagonal prisms generally terminated by 
basal plnacoid and first order pyramid. The prisms range 
from 3 to 4 millimeters long to some that are microscopic. 
The color is normally orange or coral but the very small 
crystals are yellow. The very small, yellow prisms were 
seen only on the lower levels of the Collins mine.

Vanadinite is not commonly associated with wulfenite. 
Where the two are present together vanadinite was deposited 
on wulfenite, and the wulfenite is much corroded and in 
places it is entirely leached leaving walls of vanadinite 
that once enclosed plates of wulfenite.
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Deeclolzlte, (Pb.Znjg.OH.VO^
Descloizite occurs as very small, pointed crystals 

which form thin cruets coating breccia fragments and quartz . 
box-work in leached vein matter. It is widely distributed 
and with mottramite is the most important source of vanadium 
in the ores.

Microscopic crystals of descloizite are commonly inter
mixed with powdery manganese oxides in such quantities that 
the black powder might easily be mistaken for a vanadate of 
manganese.
; .1 Descloizite has a longer range than the other vanadium

minerals. A little is enclosed in or was deposited on 
calcite . - ' -- '' - . - ’ : - ' • ■: ■ •

The crystals are of uniform brownish red throughout 
the area. "■ . - r ■ r

Mottramite, (Pb>Cu)2.0H.V0j!f
• Mottramite is similar to descloizite in composition 

but with all or part of the zinc replaced by copper. The 
crystals are Jet black but otherwise like those of descloi
zite. Both minerals occur in thin crusts that scintillate 
in the light making them very conspicuous on the walls of 
underground galleries. The difference between the two is 
not apparent except on close examination, hence it is 
difficult to Judge in what proportion they are present.
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The age relations of mottramite are similar to those 
of descloizite except that descloizite continues to form 
a little later than mottramite.

Ecdemite, Pb^vAsgO?.STbClg (?)
The rare mineral ecdemite was identified in only one 

specimen obtained from 301 atope on the 300-foot level of 
the Mammoth mine. It is a bright orange incrustation on 
wulfenlte crystals associated with cerussite coating a 
remnant of galena.

Beaudantite.
The formula of beaudantite is perhaps 3Fe203.2PbO. 

2S05 .As205.6H20. The samples from Mammoth gave also a 
microchemical test for copper. Analyses of beaudantite 
given by Dana22 include from a trace up to 12 percent copper.

22Dana, Edward S., System of Mineralogy.

This mineral is present in very small"amounts in the 
upper levels of the Collins mine as yellowish-green tufts 
of fibers associated with wulfenlte and limonite.
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Sulphates

Barite, iBaS04'
Barite was recognized only in the "dollins ore bodies 

where it occurs in groups of large, tabular crystals in the
siliceous filling of vein breccia. In most places It appears

. • ■ . . . . • .to be, of hypogene origin and formed early in the mineral 
sequence. In the middle shoot of the sulphide vein, barite 
Is present in a narrow cross-fracture associated with black 
calcite. Barite was not recognized in any thin sections of 
the ore, hence its* genetic relations are not clear.

Angleslte, PbSO^

Lead sulphate was determined chemically in some of the 
cerussite shells surrounding remnants of galena. Reactions 
for sulphate ion could be obtained only from material close 
to the galena core. In the Coeur d'Alene district, Idaho, 
according to Ransome^S, no angleslte has been detected but

^Ransome, F..L., and Galkins, F. C., The geology and ore 
deposits of the Coeur d'Alene, district, Idaho: U. S. Geol. 
Survey Prof. Paper 62, p. 132, 1908.

the carbonate appears to form without the intermediate 
sulphate. In most places, however, angleslte is unquestion
ably the first product in the oxidation of galena. In the 
Mammoth ore bodies the amount of pyrite is so meager that 
the ratio of concentrations of carbonate ion to sulphate
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ion in the supergene solution is probably sufficiently high . 
to bring about an exchange of ions as fast as the sulphate 
forms.

Molybdates and tungstates 

Wulfenite, PbMoO4 ' . .. '
So far as could be determined wulfenite is the only 

mineral of molybdenum present. It crystallizes in thin 
plates up to 2 centimeters square which bristle from frag
ments of breccia and the walls of open fractures in a most 
striking manner. The crystals belong to the tetragonal 
system and are combinations of a bipyramid and basal pina- 
cold. The color varies from light yellow, through various 
shades of orange, to bright red. Hess^^- observed that the

24Hess, Frank L ., Molybdenum deoosIt s : U .8 . Geol. Survey 
Bull. 761, p. 6, 1924.

red color seems to be due to vanadium, and apparently the ■ 
depth of the red color is proportional to the amount of 
vanadium present. Some of the broadest crystals are almost 
paper thin, whereas small crystals commonly have thicknesses 
approaching half their.-breadth. The faces of the larger 
crystals are usually striated.

All the Mammoth wulfenite contains small amounts of 
tungsten, which according to.Hess2^ amounts to as much as
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25Hess, Frank L., op.cit., p.16.

2 percent of tungsten trioxide. Naething^ states that the
_ _  ________________ —  —

Naething, Foster L., oral communication.

mill concentrates carry 0.4 to 0.5 percent tungsten trioxide.
The occurrence of wulfenite is similar to that of 

vanadinite though the two minerals are rarely closely assoc
iated. Wulfenite is, decidedly earlier than the vanadium 
minerals as well as all the supergene minerals. Like vanadi
nite it commonly occurs in fissures extending into the wall 
rocks considerable distances from the veins.

Chillaglte, PbW04.PbMo04
Although chillaglte was not Identified in the Mammoth 

ore it is possible that the tungsten in the wulfenite is due 
to the presence of this mineral. It is a yellow mineral, 
like wulfenite in appearance but with a composition inter
mediate between wulfenite (pbMoO^) and stolzite (PbWO^).
So far as known it has been identified only at Chlllagoe, 
Queensland.
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The hypogene mineralization

The sequence of hypogene mineralization was punctuated 
at certain periods by renewed movement along the fault, 
which opened new cracks and channels through the earlier 
vein filling or caused additional shattering of the country 
rock. Thus the mineralization is divided into a number of 
stages with characteristic differences in composition and 
texture. The age relations of the stages are determinable at 
the intersection of veinlets, and where minerals of one 
stage are crushed and recemented by minerals of another, and 
to a lesser extent by replacement of minerals of one stage 
by those of a later one. The term, "stage of mineralization", 
is used in the discussion of the first three stages to desig
nate variations in character of successive periods following 
renewed movement along the fault. The stages were not separ
ated by complete choking of the channel and reopening by 
renewed movement as has been postulated for some mineral de
posits. In the central part of the channel the change in the 
character of the solutions and the consequent deposition of 
minerals was probably continuous from the first appearance 
of the mineralizing solutions until the energy of the cool
ing magma was spent beyond its capacity to force the solu
tions through the fractures. There is of course a definite 
break between the third and fourth stages as well as between 
the fourth and fifth stages. In many parts of the veins it 
is evident that at least one period of brecelation occurred
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after the hypogene mineralization and before or during the 
time the ore bodies were being attacked by supergene agen- 
c ies.

The earliest solutions deposited clear, colorless 
quartz with some rhomb-shaped crystals of adularia. Remnants 
of this stage are veinlets 0.02 to 0.15 millimeters in width 
cutting fragments of rhyolite Included in the mineralized 
breccia. The quartz is in anhedral, interlocking grains 
ranging from 0.02 to 0.10 millimeters across. On the lower 
levels of the Collins mine where the siliclfication of the 
rhyolite fragments is nearly complete, the quartz of the 
veinlets is intergrown with that of the rock, but elsewhere 
the veinlets have clear-cut walls.

At this stage the solutions appear to have been nearly 
in equilibrium with the rocks through which they passed, and 
no metallic minerals were deposited.

Then followed a period of renewed movement along the 
fault with the most intense brecciatlon in the history of 
the veins. The largest volume of vein material was deposited 
at this time, filling the open spaces in the breccia and 
completely replacing the rock fragments in parts of the 
channel.

During the early part of this stage, quartz, epecular- 
ite, and chlorite were the principal minerals formed. The 
vein filling has a dark gray, in places almost black, stony
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appearance caused by disseminated flakes of specularlte.
The quartz is-composed of anhedral grains from 0.03 to 0.18 
millimeters across, the most common dimensions falling 
between 0.06 and 0.08 millimeters.

Later in this period quartz formed in larger grains, 
specularlte flakes were less abundant, and the deposition 
of pyrite began in areas of coarser quartz and in fragments 
of country rock. Pyrite appears as small, well formed cubes 
or subhedral grains 0.1 to 0.3 millimeters along an edge. 
Sphalerite, peppered, with microscopic blebs pf chalcopyrite, 
was deposited in irregular grains replacing areas of chlorite 
and commonly spreading into the adjacent quartz. The epeeu- 
larite flakes show a marked tendency to concentrate in the 
quartz -bordering the chloritic areas with.their long .axes 
parallel to the borders,.or less commonly appear as groups 
of blades radiating, from points along the borders. These 
structures persist after the chlorite has been replaced by 
sphalerite; . and where the replacement has extended into the 
adjacent quartz, unaltered blades of specularlte may remain 
partly or entirely included by the sphalerite, and less 
commonly in galena that has replaced sphalerite. No evidence 
of replacement of pyrite by sphalerite was seen.

There was a marked zoning, at least in intensity, of 
the mineralization of this stage. At the ends of ore shoots 
on the 700-foot level of the Collins mine where the effect
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of later stages is least evident, the mat of specularlte 
flakes is so dense as to render thin sections of the vein 
matter nearly opaque (plate 18, A). Chlorite is sufficiently 
abundant and in large enough masses to impart a greenish 
cast to the black vein filling. Supergene alteration has de
stroyed most of the sulphides of this stage in the upper 
levels, but it appears certain that pyrite and sphalerite 
were less abundant than on-the 700-foot level. Also in the 
upper levels a deposition of coarse-grained, clear quarts 
begins to replace the earlier dark quartz. In the Mammoth 
vein no zone has been opened corresponding to that exposed 
on the lower levels of the Collins, and the effects of 
supergene oxidation and leaching make the detection of zon
ing impossible. Dark quartz with about the same texture and 
proportion of specularlte as that of the upper levels of 
the Collins is common throughout the exposed vertical extent 
of the Mammoth vein. Little can be determined of the origi
nal extent of pyrite and sphalerite.

While deposition of pyrite and sphalerite was still 
in progress but before the deposition of galena began there 
occurred another period of movement along the vein fault.
The amount of displacement must have been slight, A network 
of fractures was produced in the existing vein material; but 
there was no brecelation comparable to that of the previous 
period.
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The character of the deposition immediately following 
the reopening of the vein was similar to that immediately 
preceding except that it took place in open fractures.
Quartz was deposited in large euhedral grains. Veinleta with 
coarse comb structure and open spaces are common. The quartz 
grains show numerous inclusions commonly arranged in diver
gent lines characteristic of feather structure.

The deposition of fluorite and galena began early in 
this stage. These minerals are essentially contemporaneous, 
both occur filling open spaces In quartz veinlets showing 
mutual boundaries where the two minerals are in contact.
Much of the galena, however, replaces sphalerite. Some re
places quartz, and rarely it replaces pyrite. Fluorite is 
widely distributed in the quartz vein-filling of this stage, 
and some of it appears to have replaced quartz, but this 
relationship is not clear since much of the fluorite occur- 
ing with the quartz that is not associated v/ith open fract
ures assumes its own crystal outlines.

Chalcopyrite is both earlier and later than galena, 
and examples of chalcopyrite replacing galena are as common 
as galena replacing chalcopyrite. Some chalcopyrite also 
replaces sphalerite. The amount of chalcopyrite in these 
ore bodies is small compared with that of the other 
sulphides. • - '

The quartz of this stage commonly replaces that rof



earlier stages especially the early dark quartz. Irregular 
replacement channels are cut through masses of the dark 
quartz leaving only remnants in areas forming embayments 
in rhyolite fragments or in small Inlets formed by aggre
gates of rhyolite fragments (plate 17, A). These channels 
contain an occasional flake of specularite or show a con
centration of flakes near their borders, giving the appear
ance of having been stranded in a weaker marginal current 
during the flow of solutions through the channel.

Above the heavy sulphide zone of the Collins mine and 
in the Mammoth vein there is another type of quartz showing 
age relations with the dark quartz corresponding closely with 
those of the quartz just described. This is extremely fine
grained (grains average about 0.008 millimeters) and shows 
saw-tooth or colioform banding in thin sections, passing 
into coarse, flamboyant quartz with the grains projecting 
into and replacing areas of dark quartz. This flamboyant 
quartz also grows on fragments of country rock and commonly 
forms coronas around minute fragments of rhyolite Included 
in areas of dark quartz. It is apparent that open spaces 
were not necessary for the development of the flamboyant 
texture; but where fractures were available, this quartz 
was deposited on the walls, first as narrow, greenish bands, 
which grade into coarse, comb quartz with euhedral terminal 
faces projecting into open space in the mid-section of the
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veinlet. These veinlets of coarse, amethystine quartz are 
commonly up to an inch wide.

The-fine-grained quartz is colorless in'thin section 
and light amber to yellowish-green in hand specimens. It Is 
the only vein material in which free gold was recognized, 
and its distribution"in the veins corresponds rather con
sistently with that of the gold. It was not observed in the
ore shoots on the 700-foot level of the Collins mine where
the ore carries 0.02 ounces of gold or even less but'is 
abundant where the gold content Increase# to 0.2 ounces or 
more; but amethyst quartz similar to that associated with 
the gold-bearing quartz is common in sections of the veins
too low in gold to be ore. ’ - - -- '

r Discussion of early mineralization

During the earliest stages of mineralization, while 
quartz was forming in narrow veinlets in the upper portions 
of the channels, deposition of metallic minerals was prob
ably going on at some deeper horizon. By the time the 
solutions reached the higher elevations they were fairly 
dilute and nearly in equilibrium with the wall rocks.
They carried mainly potash, soda, silica, and alumina and 
were almost lacking in the metallic elements.

This simple, early mineralization was Interrupted by 
further movement that produced considerable brecelation
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along the course of the vein-fault. The resulting Increased 
permeability of the channel caused a sudden shifting of the 
zones of deposition. Minerals that were previously of a 
deeper zone approached nearer to the surface. This sudden 
change greatly upset the equilibrium for a time during which 
deposition was rapid from the hot, concentrated solutions 
that penetrated the relatively cool rocks nearer the surface 
But as these rocks were gradually heated, deposition became 
less rapid, and the grain size of the minerals Increased.

Calcium and magnesium were being leached in depth where 
deposition was probably largely apecularite, so that in the 
upper zones the solutions became sufficiently saturated in 
magnesium to redeposit it as chlorite. The saturation point 
in calcium was not reached until near the close of this 
stage. In the early part of this stage the temperature was 
still too high for the formation of sulphides; but toward 
the end the deposition of pyrite and sphalerite had almost 
completely superseded that of chlorite and. specularite.

The movement along the vein-fault that marks the end 
of the second stage had very little influence on the 
sequence of mineralization except perhaps to cause a slight 
acceleration in the normal rate of change. The minerals 
that were forming at the close of the second stage carry 
over into the third; and throughout the third stage there 
is a gradual decrease in the Intensity of mineralization
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following a normal sequence of minerals, namely pyrlte, 
sphalerite, galena, and chalcopyrite. ..

Fourth stage, molybdenum mid vanadium mineralization

After the close of the third period of mineralization, 
which has Just been described, further movement along the 
vein 'fadits again shattered the earlier vein-filling and 
opened up new fractures, some of which extended out Into 
the country rock. These newly formed fractures and breccia 
zones formed channels for solutions that were evidently 
quite different from the earlier solutions, at least in 
the minerals which they deposited.

The early action of these solutions was chiefly 
leaching. The metallic minerals along their paths were 
largely destroyed leaving a honeycomb of porous quartz.
In places even the rock fragments of the breccia were 
leached out leaving a boxwork formed by the quartz vein- 
lets that had been deposited between the fragments.

Following the period of Teaching, wulfenite began to 
form, depositing in thin plates attached to the quartz 
skeleton. The deposition of vanadium minerals began later, 
probably not until after the deposition of wulfenite had 
largely ceased. Of these descloizite and mottramite were 
earliest followed by vanadlnlte. Where vanadlnlte was 
deposited on wulfenite crystals, the latter are commonly
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corroded and in places completely leached out.
Pyrolusite formed abundantly just preceding and 

accompanying descloizite and mottramlte. It fills open 
spaces or coats the walls of cavities in the porous 
quartz and in places forms botryoidal crusts on fragments 
and on wulfenite crystals. Powdery, black manganese dioxide 
is commonly intermixed with microscopic crystals of des
cloizite.

Some of the most perfectly formed crystals of molybde
num and vanadium minerals occur as crusts coating the walls 
and breccia fragments of fractures extending out of the 
veins into the wall-rock. These fractures show little 
evidence of having been channels of active circulation and 
most probably were filled with stagnant solutions, which 
derived fresh supplies of mineral matter from the main 
channels by diffusion. Minerals of earlier stages are 
entirely absent in these fractures, and those of the fifth 
stage are rare or lacking.

In the Mammoth-Mohawk vein the amount of molybdenum 
and vanadium, as well as lead and zinc, appears to Increase 
with depth. In the Collins vein lead and zinc increase with 
depth, whereas molybdenum and vanadium are highest at 
intermediate depth and almost absent on the lowest level.
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Fifth stage of mineralization

The fifth stage consists of carbonates, sulphates, 
and silicates of the metallic elements together with 
some secondary sulphides that have obviously resulted 
from the oxidation of hypogene minerals by supergene 
solutions. These minerals are all essentially the same 
age and are distinctly later than the molybdenum and 
vanadium minerals of the fourth stage.

Cerussite is the most abundant mineral of this stage. 
The age relations of cerussite and wulfenite are not always 
clear, but to the writer certain specimens show clearly 
that wulfenite is earlier than cerussite, whereas none 
show conclusive evidence that cerussite is earlier. Some 
wulfenite appears to have formed directly from galena. A 
little cerussite and ecdemlte are usually present, but 
both are later than the wulfenite. Cerussite is rarely 
associated with vanadium minerals.

Some crystals of wulfenite are completely embedded 
in malachite and chrysocolla. Mlmetite, ecdemlte, beau- 
dantite, calcite, smithsonlte, and hemimorphlte are all 
later than mottramite and hence doubtless later than 
wulfenite. A little calcite was earlier than the vanadium
minerals



Relation of the several stages of mineralization

There are two distinct breaks in the mineral sequence. 
During the first three stages there is a slight change In 
the vein minerals after each reopening, but in each case 
minerals of the earlier stage carry over into the following 
stage. The difference is due to a change in the physical 
conditions under which deposition took place rather than to 
an abrupt change in nature or source of the solutions. There 
is, however, a gradation of minerals characteristic of de
creasing temperatures of deposition. All three stages have a 
group of minerals generally recognized as forming from hypo- 
gene solutions.

Between the third and fourth stages there is a complete 
change of minerals, and some of the minerals of earlier 
stages were destroyed by the solutions that deposited the 
minerals of the fourth stage. Likewise between the fourth 
and fifth stages there was a complete change from molybdenum, 
vanadium, and manganese minerals to carbonates, sulphates, 
silicates, and secondary sulphides of lead, zinc, and copper.

The minerals of the fourth and fifth stages are all of 
a type generally recognized as supergen*, formed by the 
oxidation of earlier hypogene sulphides. The minerals of the 
fifth stage seem clearly to have resulted from the oxidation 
of sulphides and are of the usual supergene type. The fourth 
stage, however, is clearly separated from the fifth stage in
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Clear.. Quartz
Yellow.

Specularite.
Chlorite....
Pyrlte. ....
Sphalerite..
Galena......
Fluorite....
Chalcopyrlte
Gold.......
Wulfenite...
Vanadinlte..
Desclolzite.
Mottramlte..
Man. oxides.
Cerusslte...
Malachite...
Smlthsonite.
Calcite....
Chrysocolla.

Figure 2.- General paragenetlc relations of the vein 
minerals. The vertical lines Indicate periods during which 
there was movement along the vein fault.. .. . . .



time of formation and in place of maximum development. The 
question naturally arises why this separation should exist 
If both have resulted from the oxidation of the same sul
phide body. •

The source of molybdenum and vanadium

Careful search by many students of this type of deposit 
has revealed no primary minerals to account for the molybde
num and vanadium present in the oxidized ores. Lindgren^

27Lindgren, Waldemar: Ore deposits, third edition, p.985,
1928.

remarks that wulfenlte is common in the oxidized zone of 
deposits containing galena and molybdenite but does not

ogname the deposits to which he refers. Emmons states that

28Emmons, 71. H., The enrichment of ore deposits: U. S.
G-eol. Survey Bull. 625, p. 424, 1917.

the oxidation products of molybdenite include molybdite, 
molybdic ocher, ilsemannlte, and powellite and adds that 
it is noteworthy that wulfenlte^ is not found in associa-

29Emmons, W. H., op. cit., p. 425. 

tion with molybdenite. The writer knows of no descriptions



in the literature that mention wuifenite in association with 
molybdenite; but he can see no good reason why wuifenite 
could not be formed if galena and molybdenite were present in 
a deposit undergoing oxidation. Molybdenite is difficultly 
soluble. According to Emmons^0 molybdenite immersed in

Emmons, w. H., op. cit., p. 424.

hydrochloric acid and in sulphuric■acid after one month 
showed no loss, and neither ferric sulphate nor ferric 
chloride increased its solubility. However, molybdenite does 
alter in oxidized zones, hence it must be somewhat soluble 
in groundwater; and since the usual alteration products are 
oxides, the decomposition of molybdenite is possibly 
accomplished by hydrolysis. But even if the alteration of 
molybdenite'to wuifenite is possible or probable, no molyb
denite has been detected in deposits such as those at 
Mammoth; and further there are no minerals of vanadium or 
tungsten present that are generally considered as hypogene. 
Newhouse^l found by chemical analysis traces of molybdenum

Newhouse, W. H., The source of vanadium, molybdenum, 
tungsten, and chromium in oxidized lead deposits: Am. 
Mineralogist, vol. 19, pp. 209-220, 1934.

and vanadium in certain galenas, pyrites, and sphalerites 
and concludes that at least a partial source of these metals
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Is.the small amounts, contained Isomorphously In the primary 
sulphides. Glaussen^ made spectroscopic analysis, on five

■■
32Claussen, G . E . , Spectroscopic analysis of certain 
galenas, sphalerites, and pyrites: Am. Mineralogist, 
vol.19, pp. 221-224, 1934. ,

samples each of pyrite, sphalerite, and galena from various 
localities. His results showed molybdenum to be present in 
amounts estimated at O.OOOn percent in 4 pyrites and 1 
galena; vanadium estimated at O.On percent in 2 pyrites and 
4 galenas.

In general lead deposits;containing wulfenite and 
vanadlnlte in their oxidized zones are relatively small. 
According to Newhouse?^:

^Newhouse, Y/. H ., op. c it., p . 220.

The general lack of wulfenite and vanadlnlte in any 
considerable amounts in the oxidized zones of large lead 
deposits in many mining centers, is probably because these 
metals are not present in magmatic solutions from a source 
that yields large amounts of lead. If it were purely tem
perate control, occurrences would be.expected somewhere 
in the vicinity of the large lead deposits, in some kind 
of zonal relation. . -
Hillebrand^ found vanadium in quite appreciable amounts

34Hlllebrand, W. F;, Vanadium and molybdenum in rocks: 
Am. Jour. Scl., vol. 6, p. 209, I898.

in more basic igneous.and metamorphic rocks, up to 0.08
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percent or more of VgO^, but found practically none in the 
highly siliceous rocks. He made a few determlnatlpis for 
molybdenum and concluded that this element is confined to 
the more siliceous rocks. In no specimen was it presei* in 
amounts sufficient for quantitative measurement when 5 grams 
of material was used for analysis. A number of other inves
tigators, have determined similar amounts of these metals 
in rocks.

.Origin of the molybdemm and vanadium minerals

Were the molybdenum minerals and most, if not. all, of 
the vanadium minerals deposited by hypogene solutions?
There is no other known source of vanadium and molybdenum 
for these deposits. They were not deposited by the same 
solutions that brought the primary sulphides but belong to 
a period that was later than the sulphides yet distinctly 
earlier than the supergene minerals. Minerals of molybdenum 
and vanadium that are generally conceded to be hypogene 
could not be found in the unoxidized ores; nor could deci
sive chemical reactions for these elements be obtained from 
5-gram samples of the hypogene sulphides. But even though 
the sulphides did contain detectable amounts of molybdenum 
and vanadium, it is improbable for structural reasons that 
the deposits have undergone sufficiently deep erosion 
accompanied by oxidation to account for the present
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concentration of these metals In the oxidized ore bodies.
To account for the molybdenum content of the Mammoth ores . 
above the water table by enrichment of a primary deposition 
assumed to contain 0.®1 percent MeO^ would require the com
plete leaching and erosion of at least 10,000 feet of vein 
above the present outcrops. It Is hardly conceivable that 
such loose, open brecelation could have existed very deep 
below the surface. For the same reason it appears improbable 
that the molybdenum and vanadium were leached from the over- 
lying or surrounding rocks and deposited in the veins by 
supergene solutions.

The observed mineral relations show that wulfenite and 
the vanadates largely preceded the definitely supergene 
minerals and followed or were partly contemporaneous with a 
period of Intense leaching which took place along certain 
channels that are especially related to concentrations of 
these minerals. The leaching was more Intense and left less 
evidence of oxidation than that normally associated with 
supergene alteration. Only vein quartz resisted the intense 
leaching action. After the honeycomb and boxwork of quartz 
was at least partly formed, deposition of wulfenite began 
in open cavities and on the" walls of channels. The solu
tions that deposited wulfenite penetrated farther, into the 
unbrecciated vein material than the later solutions that 
deposited vanadium and farther than supergene solutions.
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Wulfenlte crystals occur attached to quartz crystals in 
small vugs well removed from any evidence of supergene 
alteration.

Descloizlte and mottramite followed by vanadlnlte began 
to form after wulfenlte crystals as large as any now present 
in the deposit had formed. The earliest vanadium minerals 
contained copper and zinc In addition to lead.

While vanadlnlte was forming, wulfenlte became some
what unstable In the solutions. In places crusts of vanadl
nlte were deposited entirely covering large wulfenlte crys
tals. Later the wulfenlte was partly or wholly leached out 
and fine crystals of vanadlnlte were deposited on the wall# 
of, and projecting Into, the resulting cavities. On the 
other hand, wulfenlte appears to have been entirely stable 
in contact with supergene solutions. Specimens show all the 
common supergene minerals deposited on wulfenlte crystals 
with no evidence of corrosion or replacement.

Doubtless some vanadium was dissolved and reprecip
itated by supergene solutions, probably as descloizlte or 
mottramite. Experiments by Nblesteln^-* demonstrate that

^Nolstein, P. B., Some experiments on uranium-vanadium: 
Econ. Geology, vol. 13, p. 50, 1918.

vanadium is soluble In ground water carrying sulphate Ion 
also that calc Ite precipitates vanadium from sulphate
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solutions.
The solutions that leached the early minerals and 

deposited molybdenum and vanadium were distinctly different 
from the solutions that deposited the early minerals, though 
they doubtless were from the same source. The earlier solu
tions may have carried molybdenum and vanadium but condi
tions were not favorable for their deposition. On the other 
hand it is. improbable that the later solutions carried mpre 
than small quantities of the metals and radicals that con
stitute the earlier mineralization. The lead in the wulfen- 
ite, as well as the lead, zinc, and copper in the vanadium 
minerals, were probably derived from galena, sphalerite and 
chalcopyrite of the preceding stages.

Little can be surmised concerning the nature of the 
solutions that deposited molybdenum, but Judging from their 
behavoir, one would assume that they were first strongly 
acid, and that they became neutral and finally alkaline by 
reaction with vein minerals and country rock. Similarly 
little is known about the conditions favoring the precip
itation of lead molybdate in ore deposits. H0O5 is only 
slightly soluble in water, but dissolves readily in alka
lies forming molybdates. But it is also soluble in dilute 
sulphuric and hydrochloric acids. Lead molybdate can be 
precipitated in alkaline solutions or solutions of weak 
acids.
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MolyMenum and vanadlum minerals other than the sulph
ides have been deposited by emanations from magmatic sources. 
Zels36 described a steam vent In the Valley of Ten Thousand

Zeis, E. G., The Valley of Ten Thousand Smokes: Nat.
G-eog. Soc. Katmal Series, vol. 1, No. 4, 1929#

Smokes, Alaska, In and around which are deposits of 
"molybdenum blue" (Mo-^Og.xHgO) associated with calcium sul
phate, ammonium and ferric sulphate, and various other 
minerals.

Zambonni and Garobbi^ describe;deposits of vesbine, a 

37Zambonni, F ., and Garobbl, G., Abstract by H. 8. Washing
ton: Am. Mineralogist, vol. 12, pp. 1-10, 1927.

vanadium mineral near mottramite in composition, that formed 
as very thin crusts on the walls of crevices in the lavas 
poured out during the eruption of Vesuvius in 1631. They be
lieve the mineral is a product of the volcanic exhalations 
that accompanied the lavas.

Supergene enrichment

The physical character of the Mammoth ore bodies was 
especially favorable for deep oxidation and for secondary 
transportation and enrichment of the ore minerals. The 
present climate is warm and arid, but the amount of rainfall
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is comparable to other areas in the Southwest where oxida
tion is deep. The relief is relatively high and the water 
table deep. The veins are extremely permeable; and since 
the deposition of the ores, erosion has not been rapid or 
deep. Though oxidation is deep and the gangue only slightly 
reactive, the transportation and enrichment of the metals 
was largely prevented by the scarcity of pyrite which plays 
such a vital role in the production of sulphuric acid and 
ferric sulphate so necessary in enrichment processes.

The lead and zinc content of the ore appears to increase 
slightly with depth; but this is probably due to hypogene 
zoning rather than supergene enrichment.

Gold has undoubtedly migrated to some extent. The ores 
with highest gold content seem to lie at intermediate depths. 
In the Aguaya tunnel and in the Smith workings supergene 
gold occurs as thin films deposited on certain iron-rich 
minerals in the intruded breccia adjoining the veins. The 
chemical character of the deposits favor the solution and 
transportation of gold. Manganese dioxide is present 
throughout the veins ; and the mine water is said-*® to

_  -  ■ ; -  —  -

Rickard, T. A., Formation of bonanzas; Am. Inst. Min.
Eng. Trans., vol.'ll, p. 198, 1901.

contain 5 grains per gallon or about 85 parts per million 
of sodium chloride.
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Except in the Collins mine thorough oxidation extends 
well below the water level which is the present limit of 
mining development. Even on the 760-foot level of the Mam- 
moth mine, which is 17 feet below the water level and is 
now flooded, there is said to be no noticeable decrease in 
the degree of oxidation. The maximum depth to which oxida
tion penetrated is, however, unknown.

Galena oxidized in place, largely to cerussite with 
only very minor amounts of the complex lead phosphates and 
arsenates. "' ■ ' " ' " : ';c :

Zinc probably migrated to some extent as the zinc 
sulphate before it was finally fixed as smithsonite and 
hemimorphite; but the effect was a more complete dissemina
tion of the zinc rather than a concentration. Zinc has never 
been a source of revenue in the Mammoth ores, hence few 
assays are available to show its general distribution.

Copper went into solution and suffered more or less 
transportation mainly as the sulphate but also as the 
colloidal silicate. Most of the copper was precipitated 
as carbonates or as chrysocolla; but a little replaced 
sulphides forming bomite, covellite, and chalcocite.

Pyrite oxidized and went into solution leaving behind 
only clean, empty cavities. The earthy hematite and llmonlte 
which is so abundant in the oxidized ore bodies was derived 
mainly through the oxidation of chlorite and the alteration 
of specularite.
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- Summary of parageneala

The paragenetlc sequence of the early hypogene ore and 
gangue minerals was determined entirely from study of the 
least altered portions of the Collins vein system. Whether 
or not this sequence holds for the Mammoth and Mohawk ore
bodies can not be determined, but there is no reason for

 ̂ . .

suspecting a different order even though the periods of 
movement and' brecciation did not coincide with those of the 
Collins fault. The sequence of minerals, is represented 
graphically in figure 2, page 116.

Specularlte is the earliest metallic mineral. Its 
period of maximum deposition was short and preceded all of 
the sulphides.

Chlorite is nearly contemporaneous with specularlte 
but carried on for a longer period, so that it shows a 
broad overlap on the early sulphides.

The exact relations of all the pyrlte cannot be 
determined. It is clear, however, that little speoiilarlte 
was forming when the deposition of pyrlte began, and also 
that much of it preceded the other sulphides. The euhedral 
pyrlte was earlier than most of that occurring In Irregu
lar grains; the latter type probably continued to form all 
through the period.

Sphalerite rarely shows mutual boundaries with pyrlte. 
It replaces chioritic areas-and usually spreads into the
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adjacent quartz. No examples of sphalerite replacing pyrite 
were seen. •-v. : w

Galena replaces sphalerite but generally leaves un
replaced remnants. About half of the galena seen in polished 
sections fills open spaces surrounded by and including 
euhedral prisms of quartz. A little galena partly replaces 
grains of pyrite. . : : ' '

Some fluorite deposited-In the ebbing stage of specu
lar ite and chlorite, :but 'the bulk of. it was contemporaneous 
with the galena filling open spaces in the comb quartz or 
as euhedral grains in quartz veinlets of the third stage.
In contact with galena it shows mutual boundaries; its \ 
occurrence: filling open cavities is identical with that of 
galena.

Most of the chalcopyrlte is of the same age as the 
sphalerite and occurs as specks which separated during the 
crystallization of the sphalerite. It also replaces spha
lerite, pyrite, and galena. Chalcopyrlte replaced by galena 
is as common as galena replaced by chalcopyrlte.

Quartz was deposited during the entire period of 
mineralization. The yellow quartz containing gold was 
later than the specularite and was probably nearly contem
poraneous with the sulphides but was precipitated nearer 
the surface.

In general replacement was not an Important process 
in the formation of the ores.



All the wulfenlte and all the vanadium minerals are 
later than the sulphides. The vanadium minerals are later 
than wulfenlte. Descloizite and mottramlte started to form 
earlier than vanadinlte, and descloizite continued to form 
after the deposition of vanadlnite ceased..

Cerussite, azurite, malachite, smithsonite, chryso- 
colla, and other minerals.of the distinctly supergene group 
were essentially contemporaneous; but all were later than 
the molybdenum and vanadium minerals. --

A little calclte was earlier than some of the vanadium 
minerals, but it is not clear whether some calcite formed in 
the vanadium period, or whether some vanadium was dissolved 
and reprecipitated on calcite by supergene solutions.

: Wall rock alteration

During the process of mineralization the solutions did 
not penetrate into the country rock more than a few feet 
beyond the fracture walls. Silicificatlon accompanied by 
more or less chloritlzation was the only type of alteration 
recognized. Silica was apparently the only constituent con
tributed by the solutions. The finely disseminated mafic 
mineral of the rhyolite groundmass was changed to chlorite 
which forms tiny rosette-like masses of indeterminate 
structure in the silicifled rock. The most apparent change 
in the rhyolite is the bleaching of the groundmass to a
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dull, chalky white.
Megascopically the granite adjacent to the veins does 

not appear altered. When studied under the microscope the 
sections likewise appear to have suffered comparatively 
little change. Most of the minerals are in about the same 
state of alteration as in the normal rock. The original 
quartz and feldspar grains are commonly shattered and the 
fractures filled with secondary quartz. There was no meta- 
somatic replacement of minerals by silica, but secondary 
quartz is abundant in veinlets and in aggregates of inter
locking grains. There is some replacement of feldspar by 
silica but it forms islands in or corrodes the feldspar 
completely destroying the original outline and texture. The 
magnetite is wholly replaced by.many small cubes of pyrlte. 
The alteration of blotlte is peculiar. In the granite close 
to the veins blotlte appears perfectly fresh, but crossed 
nicols reveal that the plates are composed of aggregates 
of chlorite; whereas in granite within the veins, which is 
at least 75 percent replaced by vein minerals, some of the 
blotlte shows no evidence whatever of alteration.

The intrusive breccia is more widely sllitslfied than 
either the granite or rhyolite, doubtless partly due to its 
greater permeability, but also because much of its alter
ation took place at the time of its intrusion. The total 
change resulting from the solutions that formed the veins
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is probably little greater than that occurring in the other 
rocks. Viewed in place, the bleached, chalky appearance of 
the included rhyolite fragments is the only noticeable 
change in the rock. When seen in thin section these frag
ments are completely recrystallized to coarse-grained quartz 
intergrown with adularia, which appears as perfect rhomb
shaped sections 0.02 to 0.1 millimeters long apparently• 
forming from the original orthoclase of the rock (plate 16, 
B). Sanldine phenocrysts are corroded around theJbfr borders 
but otherwise are unaltered. The mafic mineral of the matrix 
is only slightly affected, the change being to chlorite. 
Included quartz and feldspar grains are crushed and re
cemented by quartz as in the other rocks. Blotite is rarely 
present and is usually unaltered. Veinlets and areas of 
introduced quartz are common but in this rock usually con
tain a little adularia.

Source of mineralizing solutions

There is a distinct zoning in the intensity of mineral
ization in depth and longitudinally from the northwestern 
part of the area to the southeast. The outcrop of a small 
vein cut by Cloudburst Canyon about a mile northwest of the 
Collins mine contains abundant specularite and chlorite with 
some oxidized copper and lead minerals. Specular!te and



chlorite are abundant In the lower levels of the Collins 
vein but decrease In amount toward the surface. There Is 
less of these minerals in the Mammoth ore bodies than in 
the Collins, and still less in the Mohawk and New Year ore 
bodies.

Lead, zinc, and probably copper appear to increase with 
depth in the Collins and in the Mammoth-Mohawk veins. The 
zone highest in copper, however, seems to be just above the 
300-foot level in the Collins vein.

Molybdenum and vanadium are highest at intermediate 
depth in the Collins vein and increase slightly with depth 
in the Mammoth-Mohawk vein. Also the southern end of this 
vein seems to be higher in these metals than the northern 
end.

The highest gold content is at intermediate depths 
in the Collins and Mammoth mines and decreases markedly 
toward the southeast. It is lowest in the New Year ore 
bodies.

The progressive increase in intensity of the high 
temperature mineralization from the southeast to the 
northwest points to a source for the mineralizing solu
tions somewhere in that direction.
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Classification of the deposits

The Mammoth mineralization can not he readily pigeon
holed according to Lindgren's classification. The- mineral 
associations indicate a long range in temperature of depo
sition extending from hypothermal to epithermal.

The loose, open brecclation in the fault fissure is 
evidence that the fractures were formed near the surface. 
The fine, intricate banding of the quartz and abundance of 
vugs and open spaces, are Indicative of near surface pre
cipitation. In general, the texture is fine-grained as is 
characteristic of shallow deposits where solutions reach 
supersaturation and precipitate minerals rapidly by lose 
of heat and included gases; but changes from fine to coarse 
and from" coarse to fine textures occur, due probably to 
changes, in permeability of the channel and to loss of heat 
and lowered concentrations during ebbing stages of magmatic 
activity.

Hydrothermal alteration of the wall rocks does not 
. ordinarily extend more than a few feet from the vein, and 
replacement is of far less importance than deposition in 
open spaces. Both conditions indicate near-surface depo
sition.

The unusual mineralogies! associations and shallow 
depth of formation suggest that the deposits are of the 
class of high-temperature, shallow deposits recently



discussed by Buddlngton^S and by Butler^0.

39Buddlngton, A. F., High-temperature mineral associations 
at shallow to moderate depths: Econ. Geology, vol. 30,
PP. 205-222, 1935.

Butler, B. S., Discussion of above paper: Econ. Geology, 
vol. 31, pp. 115-118, 1936.
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Underground water

The mine workings above the water level are remark
ably dry. The permanent water table in the mines is at 
elevation 2495 feet, 730 feet below the collar of the

. ‘ ' r . .  - ' ■ ■ ■ ' • '

Mammoth shaft and about 160 feet higher than the level of
the San Pedro River at Mammoth.

While operations were in progress on the 750-foot 
leval the water was handled by a pump having a capacity 
of 385 gallons per minute. Later the shaft was deepened 
to 835 feet at which point an Inflow of water was en
countered that was greater than the capacity of the pump. 
The water level in the mine rose to its present elevation 
about 17 feet above the 750-foot level. In 1938 water was 
being pumped from the Mammoth shaft for domestic and 
metallurgical purposes at the rate of about 150,000 
gallons per day.



Descriptions of the mines 

Mammoth mine

The Mammoth mine explores the north end of the 
Mammoth-Mohawk vein from its Intersection with the Mammoth 
fault south to the barren section of vein between the 
Mammoth and Mohawk mines. The mine is developed from a 
3-compartment, vertical shaft located about midway in the 
productive section of the vein. The shaft was begun in the 
hanging wall but crosses through the vein into the footwall 
granite at the 300-foot level. At the 700-foot level the 
shaft is 120 feet from the vein in the footwall.

The shaft has a pipe and manway compartment and two 
hoisting compartments equipped with two li-tons, self
dumping skips, which are operated in balance by a double 
drum, electric hoist. The skips are loaded from shaft 
pockets at each of the seven levels. The ore is transported 
from a bin at the collar to the mill by truck.

The general strike of the vein in the Mammoth ground 
is about N. 40° W., but at 400 feet north of the shaft the 
vein turns abruptly to a nearly due west strike. The upper 
part of the vein dips 75° to 80° SW. but flattens somewhat 
below the 500-foot level. The dip between the 600 and 700- 
foot levels is about 60° SW. Coincident with the change in 
strike at the north, the dip steepens to nearly vertical.



A large ore shoot directly north of the shaft was mined 
prior to 1901. The ground was not adequately supported and 
caved, first above the 400-foot level and later.from the 750- 
foot level to the surface. Most of the .early production xap 
to 1901 came from this ore body, which in places was 60 feet 
wide. Fortunately the shaft was protected by a substantial 
pillar. , . ... - ;

Number 2 shaft was sunk later to give access to the 
mine workings north of the caved section where several good 
ore shoots remained. Also drifts were driven around the 
footwall side of the cave on the 300, 500, and 700-foot 
levels. . : :

750-foot level
This level is flooded and Inaccessible. The workings 

are not extensive and are probably confined to drifting and 
stoping on the vein north and south from the shaft.

700-foot level (plate 10) ;
A crosscut, driven southwest, from the shaft intersects 

the footwall of the Mammoth vein at 120 feet. The vein has 
been stoped south of this point and northward for 300 feet; 
but the sill floor on both sides is caved and inaccessible. 
The continuation of the vein north of the cave was apparent
ly not considered ore when the main body was mined but is 
now being stoped. The mineralization ends at the north near



where the vein passes into a body of Intruded breccia. 
Attempts to locate the east-west segment of the vein beyond 
this point were not successful. The country rock between 
the end of the ore and the Mammoth fault consists of granite 
and small bodies•of intruded rhyolite much broken by small 
faults and fractures. -

A narrow vein crosses the shaft station on the 700- 
foot level. This vein, known as the Schultz vein, is follow
ed northwestward by a drift, which was later continued as a 
by-pass around the cave. The Schultz vein is mineralized for 
several hundred feet northwest from the shaft but is too 
narrow to be considered ore. It is unknown on higher levels 
but was doubtless present on the 750-foot level.

The crosscut from the shaft was continued southwest- 
ward to connect with the Collins mine. It passes through 
200 feet of intensely fractured and brecelated granite and 
crosses the Mammoth fault 250 feet from the vein. Similar 
brecelated zones are characteristic of the hanging wall 
side of the Mammoth fault wherever the fault is encountered 
underground..

The Collins vein was cut 430 feet west of the fault. 
Section C-C* (plate 2) is approximately on the line of 
this crosscut.

On the 700-foot level the Collins vein forms a broad 
arc convex toward the northeast. The vein averages 5 feet
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wide and is _composed.of massive sulphides, mainly galena 
and sphalerit e, surrounded by an ehvelope of quartz, 
specularlte, and chlorite.

A winze 46 feet deep sunk to the water level started 
in ore containing 16.3 percent lead and 9.5 percent zinc, 
but bottomed in material containing only 0.8 percent lead 
and 3 percent zinc.

600-foot level (olate 9) '
The workings on this level northwest and southeast 

of the Mammoth shaft are limited to drifting and etoping 
along the vein; but except for a small section in the shaft 
pillar the drifts are caved and Inaccessible. No drift has 
been driven around the cave north of the shaft on this level.

The continuation of the vein northwest of the caved 
section is similar to that on the level below. Northwestward 
along the strike, the vein becomes too narrow and.the 
mineralization too feeble to constitute ore, although there 
is no intruded breccia present to account for the change.

The ore shoot in the west-striking segment of the vein 
bottoms on a flat slip about 1^ feet above the 600-foot 
level at the extreme west end of the level. The Mammoth 
fault forms the west limit of the shoot. The sill floor of 
the stope (601 stope) is less than 50 feet long; but the 
length increases rapidly above the level to at least 180 
feet on the 560-foot level.
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560-foot level — .
The 560-foot level consists of a single drift 1?5 

feet long driven along the vein. Both walls of the vein 
are of granite. _ ■ • :

500-foot level (plate 8)
The old workings along the main vein southeast and 

northwest of the shaft are caved and inaccessible. A drift 
driven in the granite footwall around the caved section 
provides access to the northwest end of the mine.

Although the westward swing of the mineralization 
northwest of the cave is clearly shown on this level, there 
is also a suggestion of the continuity of the vein fault on 
its original northwest strike. However, the extension of
the fault has been well prospected by a crosscut amd drift

' ; . ' \ «which show that the fault is not mineralized beyond its 
intersection with the west striking segment.

The; drift along the west-striking segment, of the vein 
shows continuous mineralization up to its intersection with 
the Mammoth fault, A crosscut through the fault shows un
miner all zed rhyolite west of the fault.

400-foot level (plate 7)
Drifting southeast from the shaft follows the Mammoth 

vein. The vein is entirely in granite for 180 feet southeast 
of the shaft to where the hanging wall changes to rhyolite;
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140 feet farther "both walls are of rhyolite. On entering the 
rhyolite the vein fault contracts to a narrow fissure filled 
with white or pinkish gouge of kaolin!zed rhyolite. Beyond 
the south limit of 402 stope the volume of mineralization 
becomes too small to make ore. Where both walls are rhyolite 
the vein is from 3 to 12 inches wide or is entirely absent.
Where the vein fault is not mineralized the breccia is usu
ally slightly silicified and contains abundant clear, color- j
less calcite crystals.

A raise at the southeast end of the level connects 
with the 300-foot level of the Mohawk mine 50 feet below.

The vein structure at the north end of the mine con
tinues on this level and on the levels above; but there 
is a marked decrease in the volume of mineralization from 
east to west.

300-foot level(plate 6)
Mining development on the 300-foot level is similar 

to that on the level below. At the north end of the mine 
the west striking segment of the vein is being mined in 
303 stope. The.vein ends at the.west against a fault 
dipping 35° W. This fault is probably later than the sul
phide mineralization but is definitely earlier than the 
vanadium mineralization. The flat fault cut in the end 
of the short crosscut to the northwest from the end of 
the vein is of the same age and probably represents
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considerable movement, since the fault breccia contains 
fragments of intruded breccia dragged in from an unknown 
source. . :

At the south, end of the mine the vein structure at 
the southeast limit of 304 stone is a repetition of that 
on the level below.

200-foot level (plate 5)
The ore shoot southeast of the Mammoth shaft Mias been 

stoped to the 100-foot level where the ore ends abruptly at 
the footwall of a fault dipping 45° SW. In places 204 stops 
attained a width of 35 to 40 feet. The ore carried from 0.3 
to 0.4 ounces of gold but was much leaner near the 100-foot 
level. Unlike other important ore shoots in the Mammoth 
mine, this one was entirely in rhyolite although the hanging 
wall in the south half of the stope was basalt or basalt 
breccia.

The workings north of the caved section are reached by 
way of No. 2 shaft and consist of about 200 feet of drifting 
along the vein, which is well defined and mineralized but 
narrow. The west end of the vein reaches nearly to the 100- 
foot level; the east end is probably eroded much deeper and 
covered by oila conglomerate.

IQO-foot level (plate 4)
The 100-foot level north of the cave consists only in



a drift driven northward from No. 2 shaft for mining waste 
used in hack-filling the stopes. The drift is partly above 
and partly below the contact of the Gila conglomerate with 
the the intruded breccia. .

Conditions•at the south end of the level are more 
easily grasped by referring to plate 4. Development is 
almost entirely in rhyolite which is thoroughly brecciated 
and cut by numerous gouge-filled fractures. The complicated 
structure on this level is due partly to branching of the 
vein and probably partly to post-mineral faulting. The 204 
stope ends just above this level at a gouge slip dipping 
45° SW., which may have displaced the top of the ore shoot 
toward the west. If this displacement actually occurred, 
the ore shoot in the extreme southwest part of the level is 
doubtless the top of 204 ore body. Similarly the small ore 
body 60 feet west of the shaft ends about 25 feet above the 
level at a slip dipping 45° SW.

Collins mine

The Collins mine workings are limited largely to one 
ore shoot about 350 feet long, which strikes northwest, 
dips steeply to the southwest, and plunges northwest. The 
300 and 700-foot levels are now connected with the Mammoth 
mine; but before these connections were made, access to the 
various levels was through the Collins shaft which extends
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from near the middle of the ore shoot on the 700-foot level 
to the west end of the shoot on: the adit level with an 
average Inclination of about 68°. ~ .

At the present writing (1938), ore mined above the 60- 
foot level Is hoisted through an Inclined shaft driven on 
co-ordinate position 1000 N. from the 60-foot level to the 
surface. The collar of this shaft Is at the elevation of the 
adit level.

700 foot level (olate 10)
The 700-foot level has already been described on page 

138. Development on the levels above Is confined to the 
west ore shoot. The country rock on the 700-foot level Is 
granite, but the vein breccia contains abundant rhyolite 
fragments, especially at the east end of the shoot, which 
apparently have been dragged down from above.

650-foot level (plate 9)
On the 650-foot level the vein is less clearly defined 

than on the level below. The mineralization appears to be 
dissipated in a wide fractured zone in which cross fractures 
had a marked influence In determining the course followed by 
the solutions. The minerals are mostly oxidized, but large 
masses of galena remain. The vein passes Into rhyolite at the 
east end of the shoot;
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520-fdot level (plate 8)
The structure oh the 650-foot level is repeated bn the 

520-foot level with additional complications at the east 
end caused by an irregular tongue of rhyolite intruded into 
the granite. : -

Oxidation is more complete than on the level below, and 
the amount of wulfenite and vanadium minerals-increases - 
noticeably.

The vein between this level and the 400-foot level was 
partly mined out in 1918 for its molybdenum content. The ore 
recovered averaged 8 pounds of MoO^ and 0.025 ounces of gold 
per ton. ' -

400-foot level (plate 7)
The drift northwest and southeast from the Collins 

shaft shows very little ore. However, a crosscut recently 
driven to the northeast passed through a mineralized zone 
suggesting that the drift was driven entirely In the hanging 
wall of the vein. The relation of the ore to the rhyolite 
cut by the drift■at’I3OO W. is doubtless the same as on the 
level below.-

300-foot level (plate 6)
A crosscut driven southwestward from the northwest end 

of the 300-foot level of the Mammoth mine passes through the 
Mammoth fault and Intersects the Collins vein 280 feet east
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of the Collins shaft. A drift along the vein opened an ex
cellent ore body. Preparations are rapidly being completed 
for stoping this ore body above the level. Mineralization 
decreases below the limit of ore a little over a hundred 
feet northwest of the shaft.

The gold content of the vein, which is almost neglig
ible on the levels below, will exceed that in any of the 
remaining ore bodies. The copper content is much larger than 
on the levels below, whereas the zinc content is lower. 
Molybdenum and vanadium are high but probably not as high as 
in the ore just above the 520-foot level.

The vein has not been explored east of the point where 
it was encountered by the crosscut.

The slightly mineralized fault cut by the crosscut at 
co-rordinate position 900 W. is probably the Collins east 
vein (section A-A', plate 2).

60-foot level (plate 4)
The.,60-foot.level is 60 feet lower in elevation than 

the.collar of the Mammoth shaft and 125 feet below the 
Collins adit level. For current operations access to this 
level is through an inclined shaft to the surface near the 
east portal of the adit level.

A large body of gold ore has been mined above the 60- 
foot level, but considerable vein material that is now ore 
was left along the foot and hanging walls and is now being
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recovered.
A narrow vein to the northeast, approximately parallel ' 

to the main vein, has recently been prospected; but the 
results were disappointing, although a little ore was found 
that can be mined. This is doubtless the same vein that 
occurs in the short adit at elevation 3370* or about 75 feet 
above the main adit level and a little to the northeast, and 
which also occurs on the 300-foot level at co-ordinate posi
tion 1100 N., 900.W. This vein outcrops for 750 feet north
west from the east glory hole to where it terminates against 
the Turtle fault. It is known as the Collins vein, but in 
this report will be called the Collins east vein.

-In places the outcrop of the Collins east vein is well 
mineralized as is shown in the Carbonate prospect, and 
further prospecting on the 60-foot level may be warranted. 
However, an adit driven to intersect this vein at approx
imately the elevation of the 160-foot level, 225 feet 
vertically below the outcrop, crosscuts 400 feet of intri
cately fractured rhyolite and granite but does not locate 
the vein.

Adit level (plate 4)
As the name imolies the development on this level is 

by adits from the surface. The level is 70 feet higher 
than the collar of the Mammoth shaft and is 130 feet below 
the highest point of the vein outcrop.
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The vein structure southeast of the Collins shaft is 
almost identical to that on the 60-foot level. The principal 
ore shoot has been stoped to the surface leaving a large 
open cut or glory hole.

A crosscut to the southwest into the hanging wall of 
the vein cuts 150 feet of brecclated rhyolite and closely 
sheeted andesitic breccia. The first 40 feet next to the 
vein is an andesitic breccia containing numerous thin 
stringers of quartz and cut by sheeted zones In which the 
laminations are commonly less than an inch wide.

All the rock on this level is intricately cut by 
fractures and sheeted zones trending northwest and dipping 
steeply to the southwest. The slickensldes'of some fractures 
suggest reverse movement. ; "

A fairly large shoot of ore has been mined in a glory 
hole at the junction of the Collins east vein with a wide 
sheeted zone striking eastward.

Mohawk-New Year mine

The Mohawk-New Year mine explores three veins: the 
southern extension of the Mammoth vein (491 vein), a 
branch of the Mammoth vein (391 vein), and the Dream vein. 
The branch vein dips northeasterly and Intersects the 
footwall of the Mammoth vein. The intersection of the two 
veins plunges southeastward from above the 300-foot level
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at the north end of the mine to below the 550-foot level 
at the south end.

It Is Interesting to note that above the Intersection 
of the faults, wherever the vein widens in one branch, the 
vein opposite contracts. Apparently when:the ascending 
solutions reached the Intersection of the faults they 
entered whichever branch offered the more open channel; and 
only a minor part penetrated the opposite branch. The vein 
is usually widest in rhyolite and contracts where one or 
both walls are of intruded breccia. The country rock in the 
Mohawk-New Year mine is almost entirely rhyolite with in
cluded bodies of Intruded breccia.

The Dream vein follows the footwall of the rhyolite 
intrusive in which the other veins occur. The footwall of 
the Dream vein is a coarse arkose derived from the granite 
which it overlies. Only a very small amount of ore has been 
recovered from the Dream vein.

The mine is entered by either the Mohawk or New Year 
shafts, which are both vertical and are only 140 feet apart. 
The Mohawk shaft has three compartments, two of which are 
equipped with cages operated in balance by a double-drum 
electric hoist. The ore is hoisted in mine cars. The New 
Year shaft has a manway compartment and one hoisting com
partment equipped with a skip. The collars of the two shafts 
are 10 feet higher than the 100 foot level of the Mammoth 
mine. ' ' '; - ' :
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550-foot level (plate 10)
Both the 491 and 391 veins are developed on the 550- 

foot level. The intersection of the two veins is near 
section F-F’ (plate 3) whence it plunges below the level 
to the southeast. At the northwest end of the level, 591 
stope is on the main, or 491, vein; whereas at the south
east end 542 and 543 stopes are on the branch (391) vein.

The Mohawk shaft passes through the Dream vein a 
little above the level, so that the vein crosses the shaft 
station a few feet northeast of the shaft. The vein is 
narrow and poorly mineralized.

The elevation of the 550-foot level is 13 feet lower . 
than the 700-foot level of the Mammoth.mine.

400-foot level (plate 9)
Both branches of the Mammoth vein as well as the 

Dream vein are explored on the 400-foot level. The inter
section of 491 and 391 veins is near section E-E* (plate 3). 
The principal stopes on this level are on the 491 vein.
The 391 vein is well defined but narrow and contains only 
one small stope. Beyond the northwest limit of 492 stope 
the vein contracts and at the end of the level is a 
practically barren fissure.

The Dream vein on the 400-foot level widens at the 
southeast end where the vein is cut by a series o f  
croes-fractures which probably were effective in localizing
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the mineralization. A small stope was begun at this point, 
but apparently the. results were not encouraging.

The' 400-foot level is near the bottom of a large wedge- 
shaped mass of intrusive breccia which is included in the 
rhyolite sill. - , ■ :

300-foot level(plate 8)
The structure on the 300-foot level is a repetition 

of that on the 400-foot level. The two veins converge near 
the northwest limit of 391 stope. Beyond their junction 
the mineralization ends abruptly. A crosscut to the north
east off 351W2 winze about 80 feet below the 300-foot level 
(section E-E’, plate_ 3 ): shows the convergence of 391 and 
491 veins a little above the 400-foot level.

At the southeast end of 391 stope (392 stope) the vein 
passes into intrusive breccia and becomes, too narrow to 
mine profitably. Southeasterly beyond this point the vein 
continues for 450 feet along a contact of rhyolite with 
Intrusive breccia but without sufficient width to warrant 
stoping. - - - ' : ;

The top of 491 stope is a little above the 300-foot 
level. The upward continuation of the vein is said^l to have 
“feathered out", that is mineralization became too dispersed

, Carl, Oral communication.
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The Dream vein Is explored for 650 feet along Its* 
strike. The. vein-Is well defined and mineralized but Is too 
narrow for profitahle mining. As on the 400-foot level, a 
group of parallel cross-fractures appear to have caused a 
widening of the vein at the south end of the level where 
a little ore has been stoned.

Two crosscuts, driven"into the footwall of the Dream 
vein to prospect for the Smith veins, show a thick stratum 
of arkose between the. granite and the footwall of the 
rhyolite sill.

200-foot level (nlate 7)
The structure of 391 vein on the 300-foot level carries 

through to the 200-foot level. At the southeast end of 391 
stope (291 stone) the vein passes into intrusive breccia and 
contracts as on the level below. The vein structure contin
ues to the northwest beyond the end of the stope, but there 
is not sufficient mineralization to make ore.

A crosscut into the hanging wall shows 200 feet of 
brecciated rhyolite and two poorly defined veins, one of 
which is 376 vein, the other is probably what is left of 
491 vein. Several of the intervening fractures are also 
slightly mineralized.
; The 100-foot level was not accessible. According to 

Vahderwllt^, it was limited to drifting and stoplng along
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Vanderwilt, John W., Economic geolgy of the Mohawk- 
New Year mine: Private report, 1934.

the vein which Is the upward continuation of 391 stope.

- Smith mine

The Smith mine Is on the Washington claim 1,000 feet 
west of the Mohawk shaft. It consists of an adit and several 
hundred feet of drifts and crosscuts (plate 4). The outcrop 
shows two narrow veins, one on the footwall and one on the 
hanging wall of the rhyolite dike dipping steeply northeast. 
Granite arkose forms the footwall of the dike and a basic 
breccia the hanging wall. The dike appears to be cut off 
at each end by cross faults. The Mammoth fault must be close 
to the.footwall of the dike.

Several small ore shoots have been mined from shafts 
sunk at Intervals along.the outcrops. The underground work
ings are 50 feet below the outcrop. The adit, evidently 
driven to crosscut the veins, completely missed the south
east end of the rhyolite dike but crossed a mineralized 
stringer which when followed to the northwest turned out 
to be the hanging wall vein. A drift to the southeast goes 
into alluvium. The underground workings have served mainly 
for prospecting which was not very Instructive. A little 
ore was stoped from the hanging wall vein. The structure
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shown underground is more-complicated than It appears bzr 
the oiitcrop. The intense brecciation and complicated 
fracture pattern is characteristic of the hanging wall aide 
of the Mammoth fault.

The veins are not over a foot or two wide but were 
probably well mineralized. They are now completely oxidized 
and leached. Gold occurs in very thin films which are 
doubtless of supergene origin.

A crosscut was driven from the 300-foot level of the 
Mohawk mine to prospect for the downward extension of 
these veins without success.

Aguaya prospect

The Aguaya prospect consists of an adit following a 
narrow vein along the footwall of a body of rhyolite in 
contact with granite. The vein dips steeply northeast with 
clearly defined walls marked by gouge. At the northwest 
end of the adit the vein is lost in the jumbled structure 
along the hanging wall of the Mammoth fault. A thin basic 
dike lies along the footwall between the vein and the 
granite.

The vein matter consists of loose, quartz-filled 
breccia containing fragments of rhyolite and basic rock 
cemented by llmonitic gouge. The vein has been partly mined 
between the adit and the outcrop. Gold occurs in thin films
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coating fragments in the breccia that are especially rich 
in iron.

This vein is probably the northwest end of the Dream
vein.

Mohawk Extension mine

The Mohawk Extension claims are southeast of the 
Mohawk and New Year claims. The mine was not examined, but 
it is understood to be on a narrow vein along the footwall 
of a rhyolite sill in contact with granite or arkose.

The Dream vein, projected to the surface, coincides 
closely with the vein in the Mohawk Extension workings. 
There can be little doubt but that this vein is the apex 
of the Dream vein (plate 3).



Plate 11

Vegetation typical of the Mammoth area. 
Shows sahuara, ocatllla, palo verde 
(right), cat-claw (left), and nrlckly
pear.





Plate 12 - A

Shaft buildings and surface plant of 
Mammoth-St. Anthony, Ltd.

Plate 12 - B

Mohawk-New Year mine. Mammoth-St. Anthony 
mill is seen at the left.





Plate 13 - A

Collins mine. Arrow indicates nosition 
of Collins glory holes.

Plate 13 - B

Outcrop of the Collins east vein as 

exposed in the south wall of the Turtle

shaft





Plate 14 - A

Apllte dikes outcronnlng in the granite 
in Tucson wash. The dike at the extreme 
right is about 10 inches wide.

Plate 14 - B

Bedded blow breccias dipping 65° NF., 
west of the tailings pond.





Plate 15 - A

Typical vein breccia comnosed. of angular 

rhyolite fragments in a matrix of q u a r t z , 

chlor i t e , and specularite. Collins vein 

300 foot level. 2/3 natural size.

Plate 15 - B

Section of a 3& inch vein from Collins 

mine, 700-foot level, showing the banded 

structure and open spaces in the middle 

of the vein, also coarse comb quartz pro 

jecting into an open cavity (white band 

near top). Borders of t he vein are of 

q u a r t z , chlorite, and pyrite. The dark 

gray band in the middle is quartz and 

specularite. Irregular light gray areas 

are remains of rhyolite fragments.

5/6 natural size.





Plate 16 - A

Quartz velnlet cutting Intrusive breccia 

with crystals of adularia grouped along 

the margins of the v e l n l e t . The outlines 

of the adularia are shown by the Becke 

lines. Plain light. Magnified 305 diameters.

Plate 16 — B

Quartz and adularia replacing rhyolite 

fragment in intrusive breccia. The mottled 

areas are rhyolite, the light gray is quartz 

the rhomb-shaped sections of adularia are 

outlined by the Becke l i n e s . Plain light. 

Magnified 325 d i a m e t e r s .
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Plate 17 - A

Remnants of dark vein filling of the 

second stage, comnosed chiefly of fine

grained quartz and snecularlte, in inlets 

between rhyolite fragments and surrounded 

by vein quartz of t h e  third stage. (Thin 

section). Plain light. Magnified 30 

d i a m eters.

Plate 17 - B

Specularlte flakes (fine white l a t h s ) in 

quartz (dark g r a y ) surrounding nyrite 

grain. Small dark areas are c h l o r i t e . 

Polished section. Plain reflected light. 

Magnified 105 diameters.
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Plate 18 — A

Thin section of the dark vein filling from 
the Collins 700 foot level showing heavy 
mat of snecularite flakes in quartz with 
galena and fluorite intergrown with euhe- 
dral quartz in a veinlet of third stage 
quartz. Snecularite, h ; quartz, q: fluorite, 
f ; galena, gn. Plain light. Magnified 54 
diameters.

Plate 18 - B

Alternating bands of coarse and fine
grained quartz of the third stage. Black 
areas in the center of the field are 
fluorite. Crossed nicols. Magnified 48
diameters.
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